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This

Lower

... Is it justified?

Price

Level

... Or is it a Menace?

A summarization of opinions, obtained from recent field surveys,
and frank comment from dealers on this vital matter, in this issue

OTHER FEATURES:

How Widening the Broadcast Band Will Affect Sales
Radio Stars .

.

.

They will be seen as well as

heard

RM A Asks That Licensed Manufacturers be Protected
"Radio Magic".

.

.

How dealers can demonstrate it

Servicing Unusual Circuits

No Trade Show in '33
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HERE'S

GOES

A

STORY

ON

COULDN'T
UP!
A
Our iirl'M went llivorotirally inlo the funiiliiri- liusiness and linill an experimental two-legged table,
whicli even lheorelienll>
fell down! lie learned that
f limit u re maim fact nrers
must be right after all,
building their tablesj^'ith
four leg.- — just like Eveready four-pillar Tubes-.

FOUR

THAT

LEGS!

IT

TRY THIS YOURSELF!
Wild-eyed idealists, who insist they ran balance a glass
ol water on two lingers will
find, once they t*y it, that
their ideas (and themselves) are all wet. What
a differenee two more lingers make! And whL a difference the two extra pillars
of Eveready Kavtheon
4-pillar Tubes make*

NT' EM! 4, NOT 2!
.Uf
1 1 >

X

x

n
X

X

not the two-legged
•s we think we are!
L so far as balance
In two legs we'd be
man on stilts. It's
square support of
-e, heel. toe. that
is (irmly nprighl.
why Eveready Rays have four pillars!
nn balance!

urea
\l 1
/ goes
like a
the f
heel.
Th

YOU EVER SEE A
LEGGED CHAIR?
w
seen one — a warirr
veteran that had
lost two legs in life's unceasing battle. But it never
could hold us quite so securely as the good old fourleg
ind. And that's w hy
we
lanee the vital eleof Eveready Ray,yM»eons on four pillars!

v\

EVEREADY Uaytheon atlverliningfor
fall and w inter. 1932. is based on
four-square reasoning. Four supports are surer than two. A few of
the reasons-why, appearing in pithy
newspaper advertisements, are
given above.

Such homely examples will bring
people inlo your store for demonstrations. He reatly for them. This
four-legged campaign is one of
the most startling things done in
railio advertising for many a day.
(lapilaliy.e on it!

A of ice ihr four strong pillars. T/ie /rag'/#'
part* raimol rnore eren a hnir'u hreaillh
from illt'ir Jlxpil position. Ill ol/ier lobes
have only two supports. Jolts onil vibrolion o/)en Impair their nrrurary.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, 1M.
General Offices: New York. N. V.
Bronchos: Chicago New York San Francisco
Unit ,.f
and Carbon
linn Cnrhiiln or
Corporation

EVEREADY

RAYTHEON

4-PILLAR
RADIO
TUBES
Uadlo KcUlllnR. N'ovonibcr. 19 ;-'. Vol. 16, No. o. Published inonlhly. MrCruu-lllll Publinbinie Conu.any. Ittr.. :::5« West Koriy seenml Slteei. New York, \ V. <2 i»or yo.n
25 rents per ropy. Central and Soulb Ainerlean rountries.
Foreign, ?3. I . S. Ctirreiicy, or 15 .shillings. Cunaila (Inrluding Ctinadinii •lni'>, ?2.'" Kniere«l as secondclass mailer April in Iat the Ptwi Oftlee «i New York \ V mtdei llie A«-i 'if March 3. 1879 Printed In I*. S. A.
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YOU

for

CAN'T

QUALITY

EMERSON
Model M-755
7 - Tube Superbeterodyne i n
eharminff Gothic
cabinet of burl
walnut, rich
two-tone linish.
Latest engrineering" —■ Superheterodyne Circuit
—-New type of
Tubes—Stag's of
IW, ahead of First Detector—Duo-diode Detector—Seven Tuned Circuits—Tone Control
—Eight-inch Dynamic Speaker—Super Control R.P, Pentodes—Pentode
Output Tube.
17 %" high, 18 xk " long. „ _ ~
10V," deep.
^Q.SO

beat

RADIO

1

nMTSOn

AT

LOW

PRICE!

Radio and
Television
K.C.A.
UCBNSm
<s

i
RETAIL
EMERSON
Radio
Chest
L-559
(A.C.)
L-459
(D.C.)
A cabinet of unique beauty and appeal. The
A,C. Model is a 5-tube T.R.F. Receiver. The
Direct Current Model effectively utilizes four
tubes. Both have latest type tubes, three,
tuned stages, three-gang condenser, dynamic
speaker, single dial control,
a ca
pilot light. 1534" long. 10" ■P+. A
high. 10%" deep.
Otc

EMERSON J|p?p
Model L-556
Model L-456
Regal Gothic
cabinet with I
light WB/M
and dark walnut
finish. 15 lA "
high, 1314 " long. 8 % " deep
Chassis same as "Radio Chest.'
EMERSON Model 1>557
5-Tube A.C. (or 4-Tube D.C.)
T.R.P. Compact Receiver
EMERSON Model D-460
4-Tube A.C.—T.R.P. Receiver
Charming Gothic Model

.75

$
16

C OMPLETE
with Cunningham
Tubes—Including Tax

New Emerson
Model L-458
Here's the final answer to the demand for a
good-looking compact radio, capable of QUALITY PERFORMANCE at a rock-hottom price.
This set makes use of no obsolete parts!—it is
of the very latest engineering design—employing
new type of tubes (1 No. 58, 1 No, 57, 1 No.
347 and 1 No. 380)—-Large size Transformer—
Single Dial Control—'Full size Dynamic Speaker.
Highly sensitive, it offers volume and clarity of
rone superior to many 6 and 7 Cube sets.
The cabinet is finely constructed and finished
in a beautiful
two-tone walnut. Measures IZ'/j"
long, 9lA" high, 7V2" deep. Has all of the
rich simplicity and good taste that characterize
the best of modern furniture design.

DEALERS: Again . . . Emerson Radio has "scooped"'
the industry in designing a radio line to exactly meet the selling
requirements of the year. Pre-tested in many of the country's
leading stores, the new Emerson line has proved a consistent bestseller. With new fidelity of TONE, latest 2|- volt tubes, beauty of
cabinet work—and the right price for quick turnover at a profit—
Emerson presents "America's Greatest Value" and an unparalleled
opportunity for alert dealers.
kPV- Write or wire for full information and discounts. If there is no Emerson
jobber in your territory, give name of principal jobber you deal with now.
Also ask for details about the World's SMALLEST and
MOST COMPACT RADIO SET — DESIGNED TO
OPERATE ON ANY CYCLE, D.C. OR A.C. CURRENT—which will be released
JOBBERS: The Emerson line is now signed up with
important jobbers throughout the country—many of whom already
handle higher-priced radio lines. A few territories are still open.
Wire for jobber franchise information.
EMERSON

All Prices are RETAIL—COMPLETE with
Cunningham Tubes, Incl. Government Tax.

PRICE

RADIO

AND PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
Telephone: WAtkins 9-2264
Factory and General Office: 641 Sixth Avenue—New York, N. Y.
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FIXED

COSTS

IT is ^fixed5' items of expense—items
which are practically the same in handling a low-priced set as a high-priced
one—that really determine whether
or not you make money.
Do you know this obscure but vital factor
in your store? Do you know where the
sale of a cheap" radio may be leaving
you in point of actual profit — or loss—
after you have charged against the sale
such "fixed" costs as credit work, collection work on time-payment sales, display
space, delivery, service, etc.—costs that are
practically the same in dollars on every set
regardless of its price? Study—and find
out on which radios your "fixed" costs
eat up all or more of the apparent profit.

■
14 »
wmmk

The fine Stromberg-Carlson line carries
prices which show a margin of net profit
above those "fixed" costs on every sale.
STROMBERG CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO.,
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Strom berg-Carlson's full-featured radios range
in price from ?143 to #407.50. Telektor types
irOril $310 to ?567.50, Prices, East of Rockies: '

qfO"*
m
I 894-

"There is nothing finer than a Stromberg-Carlson"

I
1952
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New and dramatic sales device

Sfc „

brings Nation-wide

response

to

program

SYLVAN I A'S

new

^jMAGlNE a salesman that could go into nearly ten
' min?oh homes . . actually put a new tube In place
of a bad one in the family radio . . and let people
hear the difference it makes!
Certainly you'd want this man to work for you!
And this-is just what FRANK LUTHER and his
SYLVANIANS do in Sylvania's sensational newmusicorprogrom "Back Home with Frank Luther"!
tn this program a way has been found to prove to
people the difference between a bad and a good
tube. Frank Luther and Allen Prescott don't merely
fell them — they show them I ^-iet them hear for themselves! At the left is a picture and a part of the radio
script showing how they do it.

'_ Th# picture »how*
Allen Preecotl proving
to Frank Lother that a
tingle bad tube can ruin
even a good radio . .

The Frank Luther Program is a part of Sylvania's
steady, continued radio advertising now being broadcast over big stations in eleven important cities, A
booklet on. ending Radio Noises, designed to help
not only Sylvania but the whole radio industry, is
offered FREE at the end of each program. Thousands
of these booklets have been sent out. A recent analysis of 10,000 inquiries taken at random shows that
radio owners from every state but Nevada have
written in.
If you want., you can secure a copy of this booklet
for yourself. Just sign and mail the coupon. It puts
you under no obligation.
FREE

MS

HYGRADE

The interesting booklet on Radio Noises that
is being sent lo thousand* of sot owners . .

SYLVANIA CORPORATION,
SYLVANIA DIVISION, EMPORIUM, PENNA.
Gen Bmen:
"
, ea$e ,en m
^
'
Booklet Plan
' |^
8. 'Please
tell^hie ®aboutSylvanio
SylvaniaNoise
"Dealer-Profit"

THE SET-TESTED TUBE

www.americanradiohistory.com
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All American Bosch prices complete with tubes, U. S. tax paid. All
AC console models equipped
with twin speakers,
TUB
GRAND
312G.
Vibro-Power 12OPERA—Model
tube triple action super
heterodyne,cabinet de luxe. $178.95.
THE GRAND CONCERT —Mode!
312C. Vibro-Power 12 tube ttipleaction
superheterodyne. $147.95.
THEWORID CRUISER—Model 260C.
Vibro-Power 10 tube double action
multi-wave superheterodyne, in cabinet
de luxe, long and short wave. $132.95.
THE WORLD ROVER—Model 260R.
Vibro-Power 10 tube double action
multi-wave superheterodyne, for long
and short wave broadcasts. $105.95.
THE MANSION—Model 250M,Vibro
Power 10 tube double action superhe
terodyne. $95.95.

SHARE IN
MELICKT

AMERICAN
/
BOSCH
'RAma STAR
WPULAR1TY ROC

THE PATRICIAN—Model 2 50P.
Vibro-Power 10 tube double action
superheterodyne. $95.95.
THE EMPIRE—Model 242E. VibroPower 8 tube double action superheterodyne. $69.95.
... and $10/000.00 PRIZE CONTEST
to

Isgg'l

THE SALON —Model 242S. VibroPower 8 tube double action superheterodyne, $69-95.
THE FIRESIDE—Model 226F. VibroPower 8 tube superheterodyne Air Cell
receiver. $99.95
T! i E METROPOLITAN—Model 224D.
Vibro-Power 8 tube superheterodyne
for DC current. $84.95.

PERSONAL RADIO CHESTS—Models 200A,and C (Bombay Chest above).
With police signal switch. $49-95.
PERSONAL RADIO—Model 236A
New 6 tube superheterodyne. $45.95.
PERSONAL RADIO-Model 205 A.
New 5 tube set. $34.95. With Police
Switch, $39.95.
MOTOR CAR RADIO —For battery
operation as low as $59.95. All electric
model with Magmoror $85.90.

bring radio

prospects into

ON October 14th began the first
doIL to determine
nation-wide poll,
the most popular radio stars
on the air. It is being conducted
by American Bosch in leading newspapers and through AmericanBosch
dealers from Coast to Coast. It will
stir the public's interest in radio
and in the new 1933 Vibro-Power
sets developed by American Bosch.
In addition to the magnificent
Gold Cups to be awarded to the
most popular radio stars, $10,000
in prizes are offered for the best
50 word essays telling "Why My
Favorite Radio Star Sounds More
Lifelike Over an American Bosch
Vibro-Power Radio."
This timely double-drive is directing the interest of radio buyers
to the great radio sensation of the
year—Vibro-Power. Into the stores
of American Bosch dealers they are

coining
coming to hear this revolutionary
radio triumph.
triumnh. They
Thev are listening
listenine
to their favorite programs, brought
in matchlessly by American Bosch
Vibro-Power Radio Sets. They are
discovering for themselves American Bosch leadership in tone . . .
clarity... volume ... cabinet-work.
If you are an AmericanBosch dealer you are already profiting by the
enthusiasm which this popularity
poll and prize contest are arousing.
If not, there is still time to share, for
the contests do not close until December 4. There is still time to have
these prospects coming to your
stores. Get in touch with the nearest American Bosch distributor, or
wire us for full information.
UNITED AMERICAN BOSCH CORP.
SPRINGFIELD
MASSACHUSETTS
Branches ;
New York Chicago Detroit San Francisco
Manufactured under patents and applications of RC A

AMERICAN
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your store

BOSCH
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Literally, the whole world li&tvns-in
with Arcmrus Blue Tubes . . .
North. South, East ant! West . . .
The Sultan of Morocco's radio is
equipped with Arcturus Blues. So
arc sets from Mexico to Madagascar;
from Spitzbcrgcn to Melbourne,
Not only have the people of
77 countries adopted Arcturus as
their own ... it is also a fact that
more American set manufacturers
use Arcturus as standard equipment than any other tube ... signal
tribute CO the outstanding quality
of Arcturus.
It is no wonder that more and
more radio dealers and jobbers depend upon the BLUE tube to win
ihc approval of their customers.

te1
0

c

e

S

Av

ARCTURUS

RADIO

TUBE
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Here's

a

\

■ t- .4.

POLICE
M9.95
Completo i ncluding
relay and cable . ..
nothing else to buy.
RECORD
SERIAL No. 2411
to

be

proud

of!

'A

I

aa » n

PATENT PENDING
Mallory-Elkonodes Give 24 Hour
Service

on

Protect Lives

Police

Cars

that

and Property * *

Most people would be ashamed of '^a police
recordP We're proud of ours—and so are
the police departments throughout America
who have lengthened and strengthened the
long arm of the law with Mallory-Eikon "B"
Eliminators and Mallory-Elkonodes.
Radio reception on police cars must be good-—
must be dependable—must he capable of rendering twenty-four hour service! Mallory performance has won the highest praise from
many of America's most outstanding police
departments for just this hind of service!
The qualities that have made Mallory-Elkoa
"B" Eliminators and Mallory-Elkonodes
popular with police departments will make
them papular with your customers — and
projitable to you.

P. R. MALLORY &. CO./ Incorporated
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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(jDLON IAL

announces

DISTRIBUTION

1933

Radio

resources

Line

NATION-WIDE

for

an

Outstanding

through

of

the

-x. rVwTD

Again COLONIAL takes an important step forward in radio merchandising
—in presenting an entirely new line, manufactured for and sold only by the
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC COMPANY. The line is priced right for quick turnover
in the low and medium price fields. The five models offered—designed by
Dr. Fulton Cutting and his engineering staff—utilize all of the latest technical

• TtKII

developments. The production and engineering facilities of the Colonial
Radio Corporation offer every assurance of permanent satisfaction for Graybar
dealers and their customers.

GET IN
AKRON, OHIO
255 James St,
ALBANY, N. Y.
448 No. Pearl Sc.
ASHEV1LLE, N. C.
Owe Street
ATLANTA, GA.
167-17} Walton St., N. W.
BALTIMORE, MD.
106 South St.
BEAUMONT. TEXAS
Cypress and Hickory Sts.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
1529-31 First Avc,, N.
BOSTON. MASS. 287 Columbus Ave.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
58-3rd Avc.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
77-79 Swan St.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
1201 W. Morchead St.
CHICAGO, ILL.
500 So. Clinton Sc.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
310 Elm Sc.
CLEVELAND, OHIO 1010 Rock wel 1A ve.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
55-57 E. Chestnut Sc.
DALLAS, TEXAS Austin and Wood Sts.
DAVENPORT, IOWA 124 East 4th St.
DA YTON, OH IO
20 M ad i son Sc.
DENVER. COLO. 18th and Blake Sts.
DETROIT, MICH. 55 West Canfield Ave.
DULUTH, MINN.
320 West Isc St.
DURHAM, N,C.
303 So. Duke St.

TOUCH WITH YOUR NEAREST GRAYBAR OFFICE FOR FULL INFORMATION
FLINT, MICH.
118-122 E. 3rd St.
FORT WAYNE, IND.
92! Barr St.
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
1605-1607 Commerce St.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
39-43 Ottawa Ave., N. W
HAMMOND, IND. 5020-24 Hohman St.
HARR1SBURG, PA. 122 Chestnut St.
HARTFORD, CONN.
51 Chapel St.
HOUSTON, TEXAS
Commerce and Chartres Sts.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 400 W, Ohio St.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
12th and Main Sts.
KANSAS CITY,MO. 1644 Baltimore Ave.
KNOXVTLLE, TENN.
708 North Broadway
LOS ANGELES, CAL. 309 East 8th St.
LOUISVILLE, KYr 514 West Main St.
MEMPHIS, TENN. 242 South 2nd St.
MIAMI, FLA.
68 N. E. 20th St.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
778 North Milwaukee Sc.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
413-17 South 4th St.
MT. VERNON, N. Y. 6-8 North St.
NASHVILLE. TENN.
313-315—8th Ave., So.

NEWARK, N. J.
284 Halsey Sc.
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 227 Water St.
NEW ORLEANS, LA. 601 So. Peters Sr.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
180 Varick St.
233 East 42nd St.
NORFOLK, VA.
251 Tazewell St.
OAKLAND, CAL.
222-24—9th St.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
603 West Main St.
OMAHA, NEB.
3120 Capitol Ave.
PEOR1A, ILL.
212 East State St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 910 Cherry St.
PITTSBURGH,-PA,
37 Water St.
PORTLAN D, ORE. Park and Flanders Sts.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
194-196 Richmond St.
READING, PA, 413 Washington St.
RICHMOND, VA. 6th and Gary Sts.
ROANOKE. VA. Salem Ave. & 6ch St.
ROCHESTER, N.Y. 186 North Water StSAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
Hackberry and Duval Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
9th and Howard Sts.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
367 West 2nd South St.
SAVANNAH, GA.
570 Indian St.
SEATTLE, WASH.
King and Occidental Sts.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
1220 Spruce St.
St. Louis Mart Bldg.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
464 Robert St.
SPOKANE, WASH. 152 South Post St.
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 327 North West St.
TACOMA, WASH.
1135 A Street
TAMPA, FLA.
416 Ellamae St.
TOLEDO. OHIO
1700 Canton St.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
I119-14th St., N. W
WICHITA. KANSAS
323 South Wichita St.
WORCESTER. MASS. 50-52 Portland St.
YOUNGSTOWN.OHIO 211 Chape! Place

COLONIAL BADIO CORPORATION
New York Cily Office—444 Madiaon Avenue
Factory—Buffalo, N. Y.
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ADVANCED engineering... alert merchandising ...
and a sound policy underlying all distributor and
dealer relations, have sec U. S. Radios apart as a consistent and increasingly profitable line. U. S. leadership has been built upon dealer success with the outstanding values in the U. S. line.

mm
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Every new feature in radio, refined and developed to
achieve a quickly recognized superiority in performance, is included in the 1933 line of U. S. Radios.
Now, at the outset of a new season of brilliant broadcasting, is the time to cash in on the genuine profit
possibilities of this line. A complete range of models,
from $33.50 to $150, tax paid. Some U. S. features;
1VKW
U.S*lkitt<»ry
Model«»
Tone quality and
performance equal
permanent magnet
dynamic speaker
fog feafuresi^co".
notnica I to operate.
Complete with 9
cubes
$69-50
tax paid, kst batteries

^ Aitlomatic Silent Timing .
Class B Amplification . . .
1

J

Ar Triple
Grid Tithes
1
^ Matched Dual Speakers . .
★ 4-1ndicatorlllumwaled Dial
a »■». .
.
*t
y~.,.
Distinctive IS'etv Cofnnets .
Write or wire now for complete
information, without obligation.

United States Radio & Television Corporation
MARION, INDIANA

«J. S. IKA1IIO, APEX
EL 1!UL 9 tubes, Matched Dual
Oversize Speakers, and other new
features, splendid cabinet design.

MR f\f\
B
i4p

11. S. HERMETIC REFRIGERATOR, $99-95 to $169.95 f. o. b. factory.
The first hermetically sealed refrigerator
at anywhere near this price range , . .
Exclusive Roto-Pulse Unit with three year
guarantee ... five models, three sizes. A new
value standard in Electric Refrigeration.

AD]NOVEMBER, 1932

Vol. 16, No. 5
P ETAILING
HOME ENTERTAINMENT MERCHANDISING
O. H. CALDWELL, Editor
P. Wooton, :

To keep us afloat —
Mr. Manufacturer ... please
"Stabilize model and price policies . . . Fewer
models and model changes . . . Make radical
announcements not oftener than once a year
"Cut the 'give-away' sets out of your line
"Grant territorial protection . . . And make
every effort to keep out of our markets current
merchandise offered at less than suggested lists
"Consult us before formulating sales policies
"Go on record as subscribing to these policies"
Signed,
YOUR RADIO DEALER

(S
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Irlow the E, H, Diehl
Company of Huntington, JV. Va., has
met

changing

merchandise

conditions

and

new

with

new

merchandising
1

'

methods

f \
RAN GER

1

1919 Bought the modern bicycle establishment of
Carter & Turner, continuing a purely store
business
I
1023 Started selling radio parts and accessories
(displayed on the balcony) over the counter

FROM $7,500 worth of bicycles in post-war 1919
to an $85,000 radio, refrigerator and washer business in depressed 1931 . . . from a conservative, store-selling dealer to a high pressure outside sales
specialist—this is the 13-year saga of the E. H. Dieh!
Company of Huntington, West Virginia; a story replete
with merchandising adventure and experience.
It is a far cry from the pedal-pushing days, when
Diehl & Lebianc (successor to Carter & Turner) spent
its time punching the keys of the shop cash-register.
JO

TV

to today, when this energy has been transferred to the
doorbells of Huntington housewives. Somewhere along
the thorny path dealer Diehl learned not only how to
gauge his market for new appliances but also how to
select, train and manage an outside sales crew. And, in
the interim, this man arrived at certain merchandising
truths which now determine the character of his
business. The most striking of these we quote;
<e
Refrigerator salesmen can sell radio. Radio salesmen cannot always sell refrigeration."
Radio Retailing, November, 1932'

By
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"Commission men cannot be held in line by any rigid,
'army' plan. It is better to pick them carefully, train
them well and then turn them loose on their own
initiative.1"
"The easiest appliance to sell is not necessarily the
easiest to make money on."
"It is always well to have sowcth'mg new to sell to (he
'paid-ups.J"
From the very beginning Diehl has happily met changing conditions with new merchandise and new merchandising methods- Here is his story, in greater detail.
Soon Leaned Toward Outside Sales
Three years after Diehl bought his bicycle business,
KDKA started broadcasting. Within 6 months—vision
has always characterized this concern—he was in the
radio business, displaying parts and accessories in the
balcony of the little, mainstreet store. It was quickly
discovered that people bought where they could get how-

W. MacDonald

E

to-build advice. So a set-wiring school was promptly
instituted and for more than a year the building fairly
reeked of soldering paste.
Then manufactured sets were introduced and in one
season the company sold 52 Radiola portables plus
speakers for $235 apiece. In order to move some of
these it was necessary to demonstrate them m customer's
homes and Diehl soon realized that volume could be
achieved by outside selling. He tried it himself. And
when the soundness of the policy became evident 14
mill-workers were hired on a 10 per cent commission
basis to sell radio part time. This was an important
milestone for the companay has majored in outside selling ever since. By 1929 radio was the big thing in
Diehl's business life and six full-time outside men
moved $72,000 worth of merchandise In that year from
a new, sidestreet store. Floor traffic was no longer a
factor.
The managerial plan was simple and remains essentially unchanged today. Experienced outside men are
hired wherever possible and are required to give complete references. These are rather carefully investigated. The men are required to report, either personally
or by phone, each morning. They are required to sign
for merchandise taken out on demonstration. They are
asked to turn in the names of definite prospects rather
than a complete record of all calls, more for their own
(Please turn to next page)
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1929
Majored in radio with a
crew of six outside salesmen

k.
1932
jVow has added refrigerators, washers and ranges to
sell to radio "paid-ups"
Radio Retailing, November, 1932
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protection than anything- else. Otherwise, they are left
pretty much to their own devices.
No sales meetings are held unless new merchandise
is received, or some local situation requiring group
attention arises. The men work in open territories.
They are protected for only one month on prospects.
No sales quotas arc established but new additions to the
crew must produce tangible business within 30 days to
remain with the company. Diehl himself is not adverse
to helping the men close occasionally but will not continue to bolster up the work of any man as he considers
his own independent sales important. All the men have
to do is sell. The company delivers, installs and docs
the general work of mopping up.
No matter how carefully devised, rigid "army" plans
of controlling men fail to keep them in line. Ways of
circumventing rules are invariably found and such plans
accomplish little more than convincing salesmen that they
are employed on a distinctly cold-blooded basis. This
is Diehl's firm conviction. So he prefers to pick his
men carefully, train them well, check up on them personally and otherwise trust to luck. Oddly enough two
of his old-timers eloped with merchandise just a short
time ago while comparatively new hands have proven
as honest as the day is long.

Then Along Came the Depression

While reduced commissions breed irregularity among
salesmen in times of depression, necessitate, closer supervision, the company has always found it possible to hire
good men. Today, the $105 average monthly earning,
it is pointed out, looks quite as attractive to men who
would have difficulty landing salaried jobs as did a $210
average just three short years ago. Salesmen continue
to work for the concern on commission alone although
a trolley-pass, paid for by the management, is provided
weekly for each man to help out in this period when
earnings are at low-ebb.
Late in 1929 Diehl experimented with the then new
Polaris refrigerator. Service proved troublesome, radio
sales were too good to require bolstering, so the line
eventually was dropped. But by the following year he
began to feel the pinch of depression. Radio sales fell
off sharply, repossessions increased and the concern
knew that it faced at least a temporary decline in volume.
Two things were desirable. First, overhead must be
reduced to the lowest possible figure and, second, new
items susceptible of sale to radio "paid-ups" should be
added.
Operating economies were accomplished by such
moves as reducing salesmanager McCIure to the ranks,
Diehl taking over the job of directing the crew, and
expenses were eventually pounded down below 25 per
cent of the gross. Refrigeration came back into the
fold when a Norge distributor agreed to ship a small,
trial stock on consignment, conditional upon the company's handling the product on an orthodox dealer basis
in the event that it moved the original shipment. Maytag
washers simultaneously came into the store.
Just as he had tried outside selling himself back in
1924 before turning the job over to a crew, Diehl, with
the assistance of McClurc, tackled this new Job of selling
refrigeration and washers, actually trying these in the

field as an ordinary salesman. The results convinced
him that the appliances could be successfully handled by
his crew and in 1931 the company split an $85,000
volume in three very nearly equal parts, securing a sales
increase rather' than the threatened decline. Selling
expense did not rise materially, overhead rising to 28
per cent, where it now stands. And radio, not the new
appliances, was responsible for even this slight rise, the
management believes.
Refrigerator salesmen can usually sell radio without
any great amount of training while experienced radio
salesmen do not always click immediately on refrigeration. This fact was forcibly brought home to Diehl
when he noted, soon after taking on boxes, that his
sales and McCIure's, completely eclipsed those of any
crew member. Experience further bore out this finding
later in the year as new men were hired and put to
work. It eventually led to the introduction of a unique
"rotation" training policy. New men are now invariably
started out on radio and only when they have shown
their ability to sell this merchandise are they permitted
to tackle refrigerators and washers.
This has a double advantage. It starts green hands
out with a line Diehl is convinced still has the least actual
sales resistance (even though other merchandise is for
the moment more profitable due to the highly competitive
condition within the radio industry itself) and it prevents beginners from needlessly foisting costly refrigerator trial-installations on the company. It is expensive
enough to deliver Clarions and Philcos on trial, this
dealer contends, and absolutely prohibitive to so handle
any number of the more bulky types of merchandise.
Salesmen, when finally released on all three lines,
receive 10 per cent on refrigerators and radio, 12 per
cent on washers. The company looks forward to the
possible day when discounts on refrigerators will permit increased sales compensation, which it believes the
resistance justifies.

And So, to the Future

Refrigeration was an acknowledged godsend in 1931,
as were washers, and will continue to represent an important part of this radio dealer's business in the future.
Hut conditions have again changed. Not even refrigeration provides the volume and profit Diehl desires today,
and so—still setting the pace—he has bought a sample
stock of Estate ranges. With these he will attempt to
kill two birds with one stone; increase his volume and
at the same time cut selling costs by putting ranges into
the homes of friendly radio, refrigerator and washer
"paid-ups."
Priced from $76 to $275, these new appliances, it is
felt, will provide satisfactory operating margin. Also,
the bulk of the pioneering expense has already been
borne by the local power company whose presence in
the field will probably help rather than hinder sales.
At the outset Diehl has 9 leads in which he feels
confident there is potential business. Once more he will
personally embark into the unknown, exploring its
mysteries before turning the new product over to the
tender mercies of his crew. And as he shoves off we
sincerely wish himGood luck!
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Inexpensive and easy to install—this Thanksgiving harvest window will exert more than usual
attention value. All credit to George R. Post and
Son, Butler, N. J., for this contribution
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"Gravely speaking"—this is a "knock 'em dead"
idea. "It brought in a lot of tubes for testing
and sold a bunch of tubes for replacements," says.
Schlafer Hardware Company, Applet on,
Wisconsin
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One hundred and fifty antenna outlets, all
connected to one master, shielded aerial
system high up on the roof, and each set
having its own coupling unit, that's the key
to the perfect store demonstrations the
Meier and Frank Company, Portland,
Oregon, give its radio prospects. Sets are
grouped on 8-in. platforms. Both floor
and platforms are thickly carpeted. The
radio salesman in this department store
doesn't have to preface his demonstration
with an apology. Can demonstrate local
and distant stations any time—and on any
set with full beauty of tone and volume
Radio Retailing, November, 1932
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"Radio Retailing''' takes the stand that
$20

is a

matter of vital importance

cussed frankly and in

the open.

As

lowing expressions of opinion, obtained by
attempt
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It

has

has

been

Mercnandising

THE extremely low-priced set does not, as a rule,
prevent the sale o£ higher priced models—where the
prospect can afford a better article. This, at least, was
the opinion o£ 55 per cent of all dealers who expressed
themselves to Radio Retailing on this point within the
past three weeks. Thirty-six per cent, however, answered "Yes" to the question; "Has the sale of this
mode! kept you from making sales of other models of
higher price"; while 9 per cent were undecided on this
point.
"It has merchandising merit," is the substance of the
following letters favoring this recent wider introduction
of the less-than-$20 set:
Situation Under Control
To date, 30 per cent, in units, of our dealers' sales have
been in the $18,75 model. I cannot find that the introduction of this set has interfered with the sale of any of the
higher priced numbers in our line. I do know that our total
dollar business is 300 per cent greater than a month ago—
although less than last year. I know, also, that most of these
little midgets have been sold to people who could not afford
a higher priced set and who otherwise would not have
purchased.
This ratio of 30 per cent in units does not appear to be
on the increase. The situation is under control. It is
increasing store traffic and, I think, the sale of higher priced
models.
Of course, dollar margins are narrower but the transactions' are for cash and I look upon it as so much extra business and an effective means of combating the inroads of
the loft artists.
A Large Eastern Distributor.
Yankee Philosophy
We feel that this low-price set is in keeping with the
times. At this time when there is no call for high-priced
sets, we are glad to keep up our gross sales by handling this
volume unit. We can't get enough of these little sets to keep
any in stock, so fast do our customers take them away from us.
A Connecticut Radio Dealer.
And There You Are!
We arc selling the $18.75 set on time, and believe it is a
very good item for a hardware dealer to handle in this
way. It would fake a lot of hardware to total $18.75 and

made

to

represent

MERIT"

we are glad to get the business. We admit that we are not
making any money, but we are keeping busy and making
sales. And there you are.
A Hardware Dealer in Central Massachusetts.
Ratio 25 Per Cent
Ratio in units of the low priced sets to all other sales is
25 per cent. We welcome having a model of this type and
price because it means additional business otherwise not
obtainable and it means also an opportunity to "sell up"
which generally transpires where the prospect has the money.
I do not see that it is making the public "lowprice conscious" any more so than In the past and obviously this little
set is not expected to compete in quality with the console.
A Large Furniture House.
Detroit a Midget Market
Detroit is virtually a midget market today and the gross
profit on Philco, Jr. is comparable to that of other midget sets.
A Detroit Chain Outfit.
Sold Five $80 Sets Through It
Proper advertising brings people to the store—affords
opportunity to sell higher priced sets. Sold five sets, average
list about $80, through a window display of Philco Jr. sets.
New Jersey Independent.
Have Cleaned Up Our TB's
This set has caused us to make sales on higher priced sets
by switching the customer and we: have cleaned up our TB
and sample sets.
Large Detroit Furniture Concern.
An Excellent Second Set
People come to us continually to buy a second set for the
bed room, kitchen or nursery. Naturally they do not want
to pay much. These low price sets seem to fill the bilk So
far I have sold more than I readily can get.
My men are cautioned never to sell a set for less than $30
if the customer can pay more.
Over SO per cent of my low price sales go to persons
already owning a radio set.
An Arkansas Traveler.
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It is a Alerchandising THREAT"

SALES of this new model have not been up to expectations or sufficient to increase materially normal volume or store traffic. It has not enabled us to sell up to
an)? appreciable degree. Sets under $30 are not profitbuilders and, in many instances, they must be sold on
terms the same as the more expensive consoles.
The preceding summarizes the opinions of 33 out of
38 radio dealers personally interviewed during the latter
part of October in the states of Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland and the District of Columbia. The
other five dealers were neutral or preferred to wait
awhile longer before committing themselves.
In addition to this face-to-face investigation. Radio
Retailing questioned by mail 100 active merchandisers.
Over 90 per cent of the replies disapproved the widespread featuring of nationally known sets at $20 and
less.
"No!" the dealers declared, in response to the question: "Are the discounts under which this set is being
sold sufficient to show a profit?" (86%) And again an
emphatic "No!" to the question; "Does the lower price
produce additional volume sufficient to offset lower profit
per unit sale?" (95%).
Specifically:
Take Mr. and Mrs. Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Jones can see no" reason why they should
pay more than $25 for a fairly respectable radio and indeed
the dealer has to do a lot of selling to get most people up
to the $50 mark and as for selling consoles above $90, it's
an event in the life of the average dealer today.
A Michigan Merchant.
Is Killing the Goose
A large part of our future radio business must come from
customers already owning a set, where, therefore, a trade-in
deal is necessary. Where is our margin for this, or for
servicing, on sets selling for less than $35? The cost of
doing business has not been reduced in proportion to the
selling prices of sets. We cannot afford to take a. loss on a
trade-in.
When a manufacturer markets a set for less than $35
he is simply killing the goose that lays the golden eggs. You
Radio Retailing, November, 1932

cannot sell enough low-priced sets to offset the loss in the
sale of higher priced models on which there is a decent
profit. If a real low-priced set is demanded there will be
plenty of second hand ones to supply this market.
Carbondale, Pa.
Are Not in Fighting Mood
Apparently the radio manufacturers are making no effort
to buck the trend of lower price merchandise.
A Former President, NFRA.
The Goblin Will Get You
Surely the majority of radio sales come from communities
such as this. If so, the manufacturer is now engaged in
the process of cutting his own throat. If not, then the radio
business will be centralized in the cities and will develop
into a mail order business, to the ultimate strangulation of
the retailer. To the manufacturer of such merchandise T
would say, "The Goblin will get you if you don't watch out."
Dealer in Community of 2,500.
Dealers Are Sore
Furniture dealers are selling some of these sets on some
of their accounts that owe them so much now that they cannot turn them down. I think you will find most dealers that
know their cost of doing business pretty sore at these low
priced sets.
An Old Time Dealer, Columbus, Ohio.
Have Ourselves to Blame
The radio journals have consistently waged a good fight
against low priced sets and we jobbers appreciate your
efforts. But, apparently, we distributors have not coordinated in fighting this matter the way we should—and have
only ourselves to blame for present conditions.
A Very Well Known Jobber.
Sure Hurts
We do not carry (blank) but this price sure hurts the
radio business here.
Laporte, Indiana, Dealer.
Other Manufacturers Are Following
One concern started it. Now the other set makers are
following suit, spoiling business for everybody.
Well Known Chicago Dealer.
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console and four service jobs as a direct outgrowth of
the talk. The publicity obtained has, in addition, produced leads which will set me up for the next thirty days.
It was easy to arrange the program with the club secretary; novel entertainment is always a welcome change
from the usual run of after-dinner speakers. The talk
was easy to deliver; semi-scientific facts with which I
must be familiar are of intense interest to laymen. And
I am assured that I provided the most interesting program the membership had been treated to in months.

I HAVE just put over the most elfective advertising
stunt of my ten years in radio merchandising , . .
a radio "magician" act presented before a meeting
of the local Kiwanis luncheon club. The idea, I think,
is original.
My audience comprised the most active business and
professional men in South Bend, Indiana; men who
usually have money to buy but are generally difficult to
approach. To this group I have already sold one $89.50
16

The "Props"
The equipment, or "props," that I used in connection
with the talk included: A midget superheterodyne. A
two-tube modulated oscillator with a closed-circuit jack
in the grid-return of the first r.f. tube. An electric
phonograph turntable and pickup. A simple hand
microphone made of an earphone. And a \ watt neon
bulb connected across the secondary of a 1 to 3 audio
transformer. These were all arranged in advance on a
demonstration table, along with my most impressive looking meters and test instruments. During the luncheon
Radio Retailing. Novemhcy, I'Kil
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Radio Rides On
A Light Beam
M(ululating a flashlight-be am with the
output of a radio,
Dr. I '. K. Zzvorykin, RCA - Victor
engineer,
shows
hozv i mi sic may be
transmitted on light
and
reproduced
again by a photocell equipped audio
amplifier.
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talk to
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widespread publicity

which preceded my talk, I sat next to the president of
the club and answered his questions about myself: how
T had worked my way through college repairing radios;
what interesting problems the work presented and many
other details I thought might be of interest. When the
time came for my '"act." lie gave me a five-minute introduction that put me on a par with Edison, DeForest
and Marconi.
Then I started to talk.
The first part of my program consisted of a brief
description of the oscillator, which I described as a
"miniature broadcast transmitter." To illustrate my
explanation of the manner in which radio waves were
projected into the ether, the oscillator was tuned hack
and forth over the broadcast band and the squeal-signal
picked up by the midget.
The modulator tube was then turned off and the
phono-pickup output plugged into the grid-return circuit
of the oscillator, A piece of No. 14 wire projecting upward from the oscillator case served as a transmitting
aerial. A strip of lead-foil taken from an old by-pass
condenser, and attached to the underside of the demonstration table with thumb-tacks running under the oscillator and across the table under the set acted as a capacity ground circuit. The set required only a few feet
of pickup wire.

I then tuned in a local radio station and again using
the phonograph and oscillator as a miniature broadcast
station, demonstrated the effect of blurring and fading
caused by the signal of one station interfering with that
of another. This opened the subject of fading and with
the aid of a piece of charcoal and a strip of white wrapping paper, it was easy to illustrate the theory of fading
wherein the signal reflected from a strata of ionized air
reaches the set out of phase with the wave reaching the
set along the earth.
Then I continued: "There is something uncanny,
almost human about radio. Take, for example, this
oscillator." (As I talked 1 had tuned the oscillator a
few C3?cles below the frequency at which the radio set
was receiving a program). "As 1 bring my hand near
this part of the instrument called the grid circuit, it
howls as if in protest against my using it for demonstration purposes." Actually, body-capacity tuned the oscillator to nearly the same frequency as that of the station
coming in on the radio set and the heat note rose and
(Please I urn to page 33)
Talking
TnRbrcn Mrs
Hat
Using an ordinary
radio receiver pitu
the driving mechanism of a magneth
cone speaker R. F
A7orris, C. P. Burgess Laboratories
demonstrates thai
sound waves wih
radiate from any
hard- surface

Uses Miniatukk Transmitter
When the oscillator carrier was modulated with a
phonograph recording, amazingly good reproduction was
obtained from the set. In fact, the reception was so
good that I couldn't help inserting the remark that only
a good set could do so well with a weak signal of less
than j\ watt power.
Radio Retailing, November, 1932
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Why

Wideni ng the

Make

Broadcast

Today's

Proposals now being considered at Madrid
International Conference to employ longwaves

and short-waves

outside

range of

existing receiving sets, would, if carried out,
automatically create demand for new sets
covering proposed range of 150 to 1750
kilocycles (2000 to 171.2 meters).

SUPPOSING that at one single stroke the radio
sets now in use in sixteen million American homes
could be rendered obsolete. Supposing that favorite programs and favorite stations could not be tuned in
on existing dials, hut. that new sets would have to be
provided to reach out and receive broadcasters operating:
in the long-wave area or on the short-waves below 200
meters.
Immediately a tremendous new market for listeners'
radio receivers would be created, precisely as the public
rushed to dealers' stores, to buy new wide-range, all-wave
sets capable of picking up the new broadcastsSomething like this situation may he now in the mak
ing as the result of the conferences now proceeding in
Madrid, where there is a strong European influence being
exerted to widen the band to include many channels
now in use by oilier services.
A glance at the. accompanying radio si>ectrum will
show the place now assigned to American- broadcasting,
and also the use made (If the long waves- by certain
leading European stations which are. listed.
Europeans Boost For Change
The .International Broadcasting Union, composed
largely of European broadcasters, is recommending widening of the present band to include 540 kc., and also
the authorizing of broadcasting on the long-wave bands
from 150 to 285 kc,, and from 370 to 460 kc. Furthermore it will urge that under conditions where marine
services will not be interfered with, broadcasting shall
also be permitted on the channels 540 to 460 kc. These
recommendations would thus make a continuous broadcasting band from 370 to 1,500 kc. (lid 10-kc, channels), in addition to some fourteen additional European
channels in the long-wave broadcasting range.
Advance proposals submitted by the United States,
for consideration by the Madrid conference, apparently
opposed extension of the broadcast band into the lower
frequencies, but indicated that favorable consideration
might be given to the high-frequency area, between
1,500 kc. and 1.715 kc. This would add some twenty
channels to the short-wave end of the broadcasting
dial. Since these advance recommendations were originally offered by the American group, however, the
National Association of Broadcasters has been actively
18

Band

W^ould

Receivers

working to revise the official \merican position, so that
extension into the high-frequency region alone will not
be advocated by the United States delegates..
Present "Mushing" and Fading Would Be Improved
Advocates of the lower frequencies or longer wavelengths for broadcasting use, point out that fading and
interference would be greatly reduced on these channels
and that the service range of such long-wave stations
would be limited only by the power used,—instead of
by fading, which is now playing such havoc with reception at distances of 30 to 50 miles, after nightfall. The
long-wave advocates insist that if broadcasting is to
undergo periodic "mushing" and distortion over wide
service areas, for a term of years at each sunspot minimum (as at present) it will he better to move broadcasting for rural service to the low-frequency channels,
where the fading range is a matter of 300 miles or so,
instead of 40 miles. With high-power stations (500 kw.
to 1,500 kw.) on such channels, they estimate it would
he possible to serve the whole continental United States
with a dozen transmitters.
Extension of the broadcast band in the direction of
the higher frequencies is not looked on with as much
favor by the broadcasters:, as by the set makers, who
have already produced some 1932 radio receivers to
reach tp 1.750 kc. There, is still a strongly intrenched
"social sense" among broadcasters, that the longer the
wavelength, the more aristocratic the assignment!
Although some of the larger stations now operating in
the. 1,400's are getting good coverage, most station operators are Firm adherents to the maxim "the better, the
fewer" when it comes to kilocycles. The higb-frequcncy
waves also seem to give trouble, in built-up city sections,
in failing to cover regions of tall buildings.
Canada, Mexico and Cuba
The unsolved international situation on the North
American continent is one compelling reason why. some
extension of the broadcast band may be necessary. By
special agreement, the State Department has recently
consented to a large increase in the number of channels
to be used by Canada, and this will be at the expense
of United States broadcasters. Mexico and Cuba are
yet to be heard from, officially, but there seems every
likelihood that these two republics to the south of us
will soon demand sonic proportionate share of the broadcasting channels used on the continent. Of course, their
regional .stations can operate on channels shared with
Canada, without interference. But the recent move to
install 75-kw. transmitters along the Mexican border,
if extended in Mexico and Cuba, whether by local or
American capital, is bound to compress the existing
stations in the present broadcast band, unless extension
of the baud, or synchronizing come to the rescue.
Radio manufacturing executives, looking for new developments that will stimulate now buying of sets have
been hopeful that out Of the broadcast extension, there
Radio Retailing, November, 1932

THE ETHER
SPECTRUM

THE RADIO
SPECTRUM
-30,0001
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Obsolete

The left hand colunin slum's the relation
of radio and broadcasting to the many
other forms of electromagnetic waves
which our senses recognise as heat, light,
X-rays, gamma rays, etc.
On the right is an enlarged chart of the
radio spectrum, shozaing the assignments
as made by the Federal Radio Commission
to the various services of broadcasting,
marine, ship-lo-shore, amateur, television,
airplane, police, pick-up, experimculal, etc.
The charts shown arc reproduced from the
magasinc "Fortune," which prepared the
diagrams from information furnished by
"Radio Retailing" and "Electronics"
Radio Retailing, November, 1932
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would come an immediate demand for new
sets capable of tuning in programs from
150 kilocycles, as the extreme upper limit,
to 1,750 kilocycles on the short-wave end.
Undoubtedly the Madrid conference will
make recommendations which will authorize some extension of broadcasting, whenever there is demand for it. So complete
is the dependence upon the broadcasting
stations, however, that the utilization of
these new waves will depend entirely upon
the willingness of stations to pioneer into
new channels where as yet no audience
exists. Pressure on the stations will produce the moves in this direction, and the
inevitable shake-up of wavelengths on the
North American Continent may be the
agitation that starts the avalanche rolling
into new radio territories.
Certain it is. that a reassignment of
broadcast stations into channels outside the
present familiar band, would result in improved transmission for the public and in
the overnight obsolescence of millions of
sets now in the hands of the public, with
the consequent demand for millions of new
all-wave receivers. A tremendous volume
of set sales would thus be created for
radio manufacturers, jobbers and dealers.
But the date when this boon of radio reequipment is to he handed to the radio
industry and radio dealers of America, is
still hidden behind a group of factors,
international, technical and economic.
At this wrting Paul B. Klugh, of Chicago, RMA director, is in Spain officially
representing American radio interests. A
report of last minute progress at the International Radio-Telegraph Conference will
be found in the news section of this issue
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Fixed Point to Point
Long Wave, Transoceanic, High Power
Govt. and Commercial

-KDKA-980
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Broadcast Pickup, etc.
Television
Amateur
Television
Miscgjjangotis
Police, Fire, etc.
Ship, Airway, Coastal
Tclev., Aviation
Govt., Air, etc.
Amateur
Ship, Govt., Foreign
Point to Point
Foreign, etc.
Relay Broadcast,
Air, Foreign
Ships, Coastal
Air, Point to Point
Amateur
Point to Point
Govt., Ship to Shore
Pt. to Pi .-Relay Bdcast.
Point to Point
Govt,, Point to Point, Ships,
Relay Broadcast
Poinl to Point
Amateur
Point to Point
Relay Broadcast
Ship, Government,
Point to Point, Misc.
Point to Point
Ship to Shore, etc.
Experimental
Amateur
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Boswell Sisters
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Mondays —JO EST
Thursdays—9 EST
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, Vincent Lopez
who personally announces

Vincent Lopez Orchestra weaf Wednesdays n.-os am—Fridays um am est
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Broadcast
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Cab Galloway and Orchestra
WJZ Wed. and Fri. at midnight
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Editorial

o BSERVATIONS

"Say It Isn't So"
Editor's Mote:- The follozvintj editorial appeared in
a recent issue of the "Tulsa World." Many of our
readers are meeting this same senlhncnt in their daily
rounds and should be in a position to overcome this
sales resistance. "Say it isn't sof" they are asking of
use We herewith comply zvith this demand.

" TTOW MUCH dust is* going to be taken off
n radio sets in the next few weeks? The
question is very important to radio. Its answer
will show the extent of revulsion against the
serious abuses which radio has developed. That
radio 'entertainment' has sunk to a very low level
is not denied. Will it continue to deteriorate, or
do the radio magnates have sense enough to start
the necessary reformation now?
"The fact is that broadcasting companies have,
for the last year, given their audiences little that
intelligent people can appreciate or even tolerate.
There must be a mighty wading through tooth
paste and tears and 'heart' and 'dart' stuff before
anything worth while can be found. The radio
programs of the next few weeks will be watched
with interest. The blatancy of advertising and
the persistent insults to intelligence may persist.
If so, radio dealers and repairmen will suffer.
"A great many people already allude to radio
with disgust and think of the coming months with
apprehension. Just how wise are the magnates?
Can they afford to ignore the intelligence of the
country and keep on promoting lotteries, patent
medicine, crooners and hogwash ?"
T
"It lsn*t So, Sweetheart!"
YOU'RE both right and wrong, Mr. Ttilsa
World Editor. We agree that the odor of
"hogwash" still permeates radio's ethereal atmosphere to a nauseous degree, especially from the
smaller stations. But the owner of a modern set,
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if he possesses even a minor degree of intelligence,
perserverance and tolerance, and even if he be
located in the "sticks," can tune in, any evening,
a wealth of worthwhile music, of instructive programs and of many types of thrilling entertainment offerings.
True, radio "entertainment," in spots, has sunk
to a low level. But with some 700 stations, of
all kinds and sizes, dependent for their existence
on the advertiser's dollar, it just can't be helped.
And it's about time that the public accept the
situation with good grace and stop its grouching.
Why look a gift horse in the mouth if, otherwise,
he's sound of wind and limb?
And the sooner our own readers appreciate the
practical problems of the broadcasters — the
sooner they drive home to their customers the
value of the many good things that are on the
air and tell of the splendid programs now in the
making—the sooner will the radio public cease Its
unreasonable moonings for a sweetheart who is
not so unfaithful after all.
BY WAY of pointing up our contention with
proof instances—we quote from news items:
"A new policy, limiting the length and nature of
sales talks, has been announced by the Columbia Broadcasting System-. For example, in a 15 minute program
two price mentions can be made provided the time of
all sales talk takes no more than 1-2- minutes."
"Names emblazoned along Broadway begin to flash
across the radio Jirmament. A large stride in this direction is seen in the formation of the Amalgamated
Broadcasting System. Inc.. of which Ed. Wynn, the
comedian, is president and Arthur Hopkins, stage producer, is director of production. The company enters
an hitherto undeveloped market—that of arranging
shows for the networks and independent stations. It is
reported that Amalgamated already has signed nearly
$1,000,000 worth of show business for air presentation."
"During the past year our (Philco) principal broadcasting has been the concerts of the Philadelphia
Orchestra, under Leopold Stokowski, using all stations
in a coast-to-coast hook-up. These were actual fulllength concert programs direct from the Academy of
Music. With these broadcasts we held the air for an
hour and three-quarters."
Radio RcloiUiuj, Sovcmbcy, 1932

A Campaign w
Replace Every T uhe

TODAY there are roughly 17,000,000 radio
sets in use in the United States. If all these
set-owners replaced their tubes once a year,—
at six tubes per set, the possible annual replacement market would be a hundred million tubes !
But actual sales for replacement reached only
25,000,000 tubes last year, showing how far the
industry and trade falls short of its full-replacement opportunity.
This matter of keeping the tubes in every set
in best operating condition is of interest to the
broadcasters as well as to the radio trade. Of
what avail is it for the broadcasters to spend
millions of dollars to put the best of radio tone
quality onto the air, unless listeners' sets are in
condition to receive these musical values adequately. No radio set can be better than its
tubes, and no advertiser's program, whatever its
outlay for talent, can be a whit more attractive
than the state of the listener's tubes permits.
Other industries have conducted cooperative
maintenance and replacement campaigns, but no
industry ever had, readymade, all the vast and
unique facilities which radio enjoys for carrying
out its purpose.
The broadcasters can help over the air; newspaper advertising can carry the message of tube
replacement; and streamers on dealers' windows
will catch the buying public at the critical moment
when it is close to a complete tube stock.
Every group in radio will benefit-—'broadcasters, manufacturers, jobbers, dealers, and
listeners—the sooner such an industry move is
gotten underway to stimulate set-owners to "put
new radio tubes in every socket, and then listen
to the difference!"
▼
Too Many Tube Types
FROM tube makers, as well as from dealers
and jobbers, complaints are reaching our desk
that the output of new tube types has passed the
bounds of necessity. Tube designs, differing but
little from those long in production, are complicating the replacement problem, overloading
dealers' stocks and inflicting upon the service
man the dual task of mastering new circuits and
new tube characteristics.
In suggesting that set and tube executives apply
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the brakes to this trend, let it be understood that
we do not discourage the engineering of new tubes
which mark a distinct and necessary technical
advancement. But, as in the release of new receiver models, the first consideration must be
that of dealer welfare—rather than a selfish interest which, at best, can be but short-lived.
T
Free Electricity
GET this picture: You are building a new
house out in the country. Your new home
has nearly every modern convenience but, alas,
there is no electricity. So you prepare to light
with oil.
Then along comes a stranger. "Mister," he
says to you, "I represent the American power
industry. If you will wire this house my company will give you all the current you can use,
free for the rest of your life."
Would you wire? You most certainly would.
This is precisely what the radio industry offers
the consumer . . . buy a set and get the programs free. For the public, this is the most
open-handed generosity in history.
For the
manufacturer, jobber and dealer it represents the
best sales approach imaginable.
And yet we still spend millions narrowly trying
to sell the "wiring," even the superiority of one
brand of wire over another, when we are really
giving something away.
Stupid?
This is
stupidity without precedent!
▼
"An Opportunity Neglected"
" ]\

AY I congratulate Radio Retailing on

en(
xV-X
Ieavor to bring the radio manufacturer and broadcaster together with the ultimate
object of stimulating listener interest by providing unusual programs?
"As you say: 'The men who build and sell radio^
sets carry on their business without regard to the
broadcasting service which 5s radio's life blood.
"This point cannot be too strongly emphasized.
With few exceptions, the industry has almost
entirely neglected its opportunities to contribute
radio programs to the listener. This is the one
thing it can do to make the ownership of a radio
a social necessity in every type of home. It
would do more, in my opinion, than any other
single step to stimulate the sale of sets."
Paul W. Kesten, Director of Sole Proniollou.
Columbia Broadcasting System.
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Resistance-coupled push-pull, twin-SSs,
variable-mu
circuit

audio and

features

other

briefly

unusual

explained

IN CONTACTING receiver manufacturers to obtain data for Radio
Retailing's 8th Annual "Specifications" issue (published last month), a
number of unusual circuit features were brought to our attention, some of
them new, others interesting modifications of old ideas.
These, for the most part, are not fully understood by servicemen, owing
to their comparatively recent commercial introduction. So, for the benefit
of SHORTCUT readers, we present brief explanations of a number of the
most unique. This "advance dope" will, we trust, prove helpful.
RESISTANCE-COUPLED PUSHPULL—In the Majestic 300 chassis and
also in the Columbia C-90, two 47's
operating in push-pull are driven by a
57 first a.f. stage via resistance-coupling.
Now, it is necessary that the grids of
push-pull tubes be fed with signal voltages which are equal in magnitude but
exactly opposite in phase, or polarity.
In conventional circuits this is accomplished simply by utilizing a centertapped input transformer, the grids being
fed from the two extremes of the
secondary winding, which are obviously
out of phase. In the resistance-coupled
system diagrammed, the trick is accomplished by feeding one of the
47's through a "phase-changing" stage,
making use of the fact that a signal, in
passing through a vacuum-tube is "rotated" exactly 180°.
If the audio output lead from the 57
first a.f. stage is traced through the .05
mid. coupling-condenser it will be seen
that it goes directly to one pentode grid
and also to the control grid of the 58,
which is connected as a triode having a
gain of 1. The signal output of the 58
builds up across its associated 100,000
ohm resistor and is then fed through the
.10 mfd. coupling condenser to the 47,
Phase changer
(58)

Push-^a/joufpuf

reversed in polarity but otherwise identical to the signal supplied the other
push-pull tube.
"BRIDGE" INPUT PUSH-PULL—s
Especially flat response from 60 to 8,000
cycles is claimed for Capehart's Columaire amplifier which uses "bridge"
input to two 47's working in push-pull.

The two output tubes are fed in
proper phase without the use of an input
transformer in a novel manner. One 47
003
HI
Is f A.F.
p/ah ^

receives its signal input through a .03
condenser direct from the plate of
the first a.f. stage 57, to which it is
resistance-coupled, while the other 47 is
energized through a .06 condenser from
a tap suitably placed on the primary of
its own output transformer. The directly driven pentode, it might be said,
actually drives the grid of its team-mate.
The energizing tap, servicemen should
note, is taken on the transformer primary half associated with the directly
driven tube.
REACTANCE RESONANCE INDICATOR—Referring to the accompanying schematic (from Majestic 300 and
Columbia C-90 chassis) it will be seen
that a reactor having three windings on
three respective legs of a common iron
core is employed in a novel manner.
The windings on the two outside legs
are connected in series with the halfampere pilot light and its power supply
source, while the center leg is in series
with the plates of the r.f., first detector
and i.f. tubes. Thus, when the set is
turned on and the tubes warmed up, but
no station tuned in, a relatively large
plate current flows through the center

winding of the reactor. This saturates
the iron core so that the reactance of
the two outer windings is quite low and
sufficient current flows through the pilot
light to brightly illuminate it.
When a station is tuned in, however,
the receiver's automatic volume control
system develops a bias voltage across a
50,000 ohm resistor, this control voltage
being applied in the conventional manner to the control grids of the r.f,, first
detector and i.f. tubes. When highly
biased, the amplification of the tubes so
controlled decreases and also, simultaneously, does their plate current. This
reduction in plate current, flowing
through the center winding of the reactor, relieves the saturation of its core
and increases the reactance of the outer
windings. This, in turn, reduces the
current flowing through the pilot light
by about 5 mils, and so the light dims
appreciably when a station is tuned in.
The two outer windings, it will be
noted, are connected so that they oppose
each other, insofar as relationship to
the center leg is concerned. This prevents a.c. flowing in the pilot light circuit from being induced into the plate
circuit of the tubes through the center
winding. A 20 mfd., electrolytic condenser by-passes the center winding as
a further safeguard.
TWIN-83 RECTIFICATION Atwater Kent achieves the unusual in
model 812, equipped with two type 83
heavy-duty rectifiers. Class B amplification, with which the set is equipped,
alternately requires much current and
then none at all, depending upon signal
input, so the factory evidently decided
to go "whole-hog" and equip with the
huskiest possible power unit.
Thus we find that the 812 has, in
-ti X C/ass 8
§ lAI.c/river.
\ 'speaker fielcl
+ PFLR.
4 det, osc.

effect, two separate power transformers,
primaries and all, and two separate
filters. One 83 supplies d.c. to the final
push-push stage, its 46 driver and the
speaker field. The other furnishes
operating potential to the remaining
tubes in the r.f. portion of the receiver.
This, it is pointed out, prevents all
possibility of variation in a.f. load being
communicated through the power unit
Radio Retailing, November, 1932

to the more voltage-sensitive portions
of the circuit.
Model 612, also new, is similarly
equipped with twin-83s but these are
handled in a slightly different manner.
There is but one power transformer and
this has separate high-voltage and filament windings for the two rectifiers.
And one of the 83s, equipped with a
two-section filter choke, operates the
Class B tubes and driver while the
other, operating the r.f. tubes, filters
through the speaker field.
VARIABLE-MU AUDIO—Servicemen
who are puzzled by the use of a type
35 variable-mu tetrode (more generally
found in r.f. stages) in the first a.f.
socket of Fada's all-wave KY chassis
will find this explanation helpful.
The 35 not only furnishes an amplification gain of 30 but also forms part of
the receiver's automatic volume control
system. An avc circuit capable of maintaining the audio output level to an 8
decibel change for an antenna signal
variation of 20,000 to 1 (approximately
86 decibels) is obtained in this receiver
by applying control voltage developed in
2nd det and arc
(27)

R.F. and If.
arid returns
the second detector-avc circuit not only
to the r.f. and i.f. grid-returns but also
to the first a.f. stage. R.f, and a.f. control is thus accomplished simultaneously
and the 35 just happens, to be particularly suitable for such control as it can
be operated at high or low input levels
without distorting appreciably.
The path followed by d.c. (not to be
confused with a.f. voltages which flow
in the ordinary manner) secured through
signal rectification by diode action may
be traced around the circuit from grid
to cathodc-plate through the series
125,000 ohm, 2 megohm and 250,000
ohm resistors. Due to the voltage drop
introduced by the flow of this d,c.
through the resistors the point to which
the r.f. and i.f. grid-return (and indirectly the 1st a.f. grid-return) is attached becomes more negative as signal
strength increases, or as the manual
control is varied, reducing amplification.
R.f. grid return is provided by a .0001
mfd. condenser between low potential
end of the coil and the cathode.
A.F. "OFF-CARRIER" SUPPRESSOR—Suppression of amplification between carriers is accomplished in the
first a.f. stage of Capehart's new Combinaire receiver in an interesting fashion.
The set is equipped with a 57 second
detector connected to operate as a diode
rectifier, its control-grid, suppressorgrid and cathode performing this function, The plate plays no part in detection but is, nevertheless, supplied with
operating potential. Thus plate current
increases when a signal is received and
Radio Retailing, November, 1932
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this current flows through a 50,000 ohm
resistor, producing a voltage drop which
is communicated to the screen of the
first a.f. amplifier fed through this same
resistor.
Normally supplied with screen-voltage sufficiently high to limit amplification, the first a.f. tube is relieved of this
"blocking" voltage when a received carrier increases detector plate current, introducing a drop in the scries resistor.
And, conversely, when the carrier is
detuned plate current declines, voltage
drop through the resistor is reduced and
the first a.f. tube's screen again receives
blocking voltage.
Detector plate current may be manually adjusted to permit a.f. amplification at any desired input signal level by
varying the detector screen voltage
through a 25,000 ohm manual suppressor control resistor (not shown). A .25
mfd. condenser and 40,000 ohm resistor
prevent a.f. currents from circulating in
the suppressor control circuit,
FOUR TUBE SUPER—A number of
requests have been received for a circuit diagram of Philco's new midget
super, one showing the important constants. This circuit is reproduced herewith in some detail.
It will be noted that no intermediate
frequency tube is employed, the circuit comprising a detector-oscillator, a
second detector and an a.f. pentode,
plus the usual fullwave rectifier. Sensitivity is understood to be about 70 microvolts at the high-frequency end of the
Det oscillator
i

I lOflOOSl -

PUSH-PULL DIODE AVC—Two S6s,
plates and grids tied together, are used
in the Sparton model 14 super as
a push-pull diode second detector and
automatic volume control circuit. Variation of rectified signal voltage through
a 250,000 ohm resistor provides the
necessary automatic bias values and it is
interesting to note that this same resistor, being provided with a variable
arm, is utilized also as the manual
volume control.
Several other models are equipped
with similar diode detection circuits but
with separate avc tubes, while the model
34 uses a duo-diode type 70 as the
second detector, accomplishing practically the same job as the two 56s of
the model 14 in a single double-grid
tube.
Model 34, incidentally, is an automobile
receiver and the number 70 tube a doublegrid tetrode not unlike the "Wunderlich"
series, having a 6.3 volt, .3 amp. heater and
a six-prong base. The two control grids
with which the tube is equipped are fed
from opposite ends of a center-tapped input coil, producing push-pull diode rectifi7nd det. and avc
-f^\
—I^VWAA J56

250.0000. \
(vol. con/.) I

R.F. grid
return

—VWW 156
U=! J

cation, while automatic volume control voltage is obtained across a 100,000 ohm resistor in series with the plate circuit. Unlike the model 14 diagrammed, this resistor
is not used as a manual volume control.
Gain is varied by means of a potentiometer
in input circuit to the first a.f. stage.
Models 27 and 28 have four 47 output pentodes in push-pull parallel.

t.OOOmmF, .0.006
2nd defector JOflOOSl ^Output
^ 26r~rnj\---'' r%i—:

Lx16.000
i '-0.09 twin

spectrum, this being secured in the
antenna circuit, in the 450 kc. i.f." transformer, in the second detector which
may be adjusted to a near-critical point
by the installing serviceman and in the
high-gain audio stage.
Power consumption is 60 watts.
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Tube Numbering That
Means Something
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The RMA is seriously considering a
general use in place of the present meaningless type numbers. Easily grasped, the
system makes it possible to roughly identify all tubes by their designations without
resorting to complicated charts. A detailed
description of the plan follows.
The first numeral is to be definitely related to filament, or heater, voltage.
0 to 2 volts
1
2.1 to 2.9
2
3.0 to 3.9
3
4.0 to 4.9
4
5.0 to 5.9
5
6.0 to 6.9
6
etc.
The second character is to be a letter,
arbitrarily assigned to distinguish tubes
having the same filament voltage and same
number of elements from each other. The
first tube of a given type to be marketed
will be classified "A," the second "B" and
so on. Thus a 24 would be a 2A5 while the
later 35 would be a 2B5.
The third character is to correspond with
the number of usable elements having external connections.
Following is a table which shows did
and new designating numbers of standard
receiving tubes;

Practical 175 Kc. Oscillator
/>y Joseph II. Soos
Here is a circuit diagram of a 175 kc.
oscillator used in my shop. It employs a
type 30 tube and is completely encased in
an old brass shield taken from a battery
radio, Batteries could have been cxtcnial,
with the leads to tiie oscillator shielded.
22J .volts is sufficient plate potential for a
strong signal.
Shield-^
Lj

.002

t
o
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The main oscillator coil, 1.2, is wound
in the slot of a wooden form having the
dimensions shown in the attached drawing. It should consist of exactly 196 turns
of No. 21 s.c.c. wire wound 14 turns to the
layer, tapped at the 98th turn. The pickup
coil. LI, is 14 turns of No. 21 s.c.e. wire
basket-weave wound to 4^ inches in
diameter, squared off and fitted around the
main coil. A coil wound in haphazard
fashion in the hand, securely tied with

the oscillator dial was rotated until it produced the loudest possible signal.
The device may of course he used to
generate signals within the broadcast band
of frequencies by selecting the proper
harmonics.

A Replacement Mercury
Switch
By IV. T. Golstm
Several makes of automatic recordchanging phonograsihs employ a liquid
mercury switch of the tilting" variety as
part of the changing mechanism. These
frequently become cracked, allowing air to
seep through the glass and foul the
mercury.
To replace these switches where the time
required to secure delivery from the factory cannot be spared secure a small pillbottle having approximately the same
dimensions as the original switch tube,
a rubber stopper and two ordinary sewing
needles. Fill the bottle about •] full of
mercury, insert the stopper as tightly as
possible and then push the needles through
it as far apart as possible. Solder flexible
leads to the protruding eyes of the needles
and then coat bottle and needles with
molten wax.
Fasten the completed unit to the switch
tipping frame in the same manner as the
original mercury unit.

Knob-Removing Cord

string, will do if basket-weaving forms are
not available.
To calibrate the device I selected a
superheterodyne known to have accurate
dial calibration. The oscillator was connected to the input circuit of this set and
the receiver tuned to exactly 875 kc. Then
2<5

By R. L. IVittman
To remove contrary tuning and adjusting knobs of the slip-on type take a piece
of heavy cord about 9 in. long and tie
the ends together, forming a loop. Now tie
a knot approximately in the center of the
loop, thus forming the cord into two loops.
Slip one loop behind the knob and the
other on your fingers and pull. The knob
will come away without damage to cither
fingCr-nails or cabinet.
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High D.C. Voltage from a
6-Volt Battery
By M. CJicmozv
An old B-diminator may be quickly and
cfieaply converted into a device for obtaining high d.c. potentials from a 6-volt storage battery. The same device also provides
high a.c. potentials which are useful in
the shop.
Disconnect the 5-volt filament winding
which normally heats the 280 rectifier and
short the two socket filament terminals
together as - shown in the accompanying
diagram. Leave the high positive lead to
the filter circuit untouched. Plug a BR
rectifier in this socket.
Now, connect a high-frequency buzzer,
the contacts of which are shunted by a
1, mfd. high-voltage condenser, in series
with the 5-volt winding and a storage battery. Thus connected the 5-volt winding becomes the primary winding while the
original primary is left open. High-voltage
d.c. may now be obtained from the output
circuit of the device while high-voltage a.c.
is present across the original primary leads.
Using a Majestic eliminator and the primary of a Ford spark-coil for an interrupter the output will be approximately 190

switches in the circuit with the result that
MICROPHONE DOPE
noise from poor electrical contact affects
"SHORTCUTS"
is indebted to the
radio reception, to say nothing of the sign
Mayo Instrument Company for the followowner's monthly power bill.
The power factor can be corrected, ing helpful suggestions concerning the use
brought nearer to 100 per cent, by con- of microphones.
necting paper condensers across the line
close to the transformer primary. Between
8 and 12 microfarads is usually sufficient.
Mike <xmoI Pickup Mix
The proper capacity can be determined by
noting when the product of the current
times the voltage equals actual watts indi, To phono
i terminals
cated on a watt-meter.
|'m radio or
fgri'd return
* of detector
tube
3,8 Volt Pilots
By Ralph L. LcBrun
Number 13 Mazda
focussing 3.8-volt
flashlight lamps wrork out fine where
2.5-volt pilot lights repeatedly burn out
due to excess voltage. They are also
handy when 2.5-volt bulbs are not immediately available.
Try the number 13, too, in Sparton sets
using 3-vo!t filament type 485 tubes.

Dial Drive Cable Idlers

Op*" <
primary i

z<-High frecf. buzzer
SW^r

Hfc: , , . shraoje
-Imfof. bafterj

volts d.c. Adjustment of the vibrator
points is not unduly critical. Current output is largely determined by the character
of the buzzer used.

About Neon Sign
Transformers
By J. P. Kennedy
Most transformers tor neon signs have
a twenty to forty per cent power factor.
This results in high current drain that
causes pitting and corrosion of control

2,500 ohm
potentiometer
Mike Wibh S.G. DeVect-or

To audio
amplifier
or power
tube

J Open grid return at'. 1J
this point, insert seconc/\
ary terminals of
"'
microphone transformer
Mix of Two or More Mikes
/, 000 ohm.

By George Randolph
Dial drive cable idlers on Kveready,
Bosch and similar chassis sometimes are
lost. Ream out the thread of a battery
thumb-nut and it will he found to run
smoothly on the stub shafts, a good substitute for the factory made idlers.
1,000ohm
Curing Cone Rattles
By A. IF. Dugan
If shellacking a cone and centering its
apex fails to remove objectionable rattle
press the rubber of a lead-pencil firmly to
the extreme edge of the cone where it is
clamped or glued in place. Try the pencil
pressure on top. bottom and sides, being
careful not to press so hard that the cone
is damaged, until a point is reached where
the rattle ceases.
If the cone is glued, smear shellac
heavily between frame and cone at this
point and let it dry. If it is clamped/loosen
the clamp enough to permit the insertion of
a small soft-wood shim,

fader Wi+h Zero Center

Amplifier
input

Constomh Impettarice and MoMerCwm Conhrols

Another
W ell-Equipped
Test Bench
Kill Garlltz of Coraopnlis.
I'ii., sen«Js «» this photo
of one of his two eveetlently equipped t e s thenches. Jfote the net
aimlyzer, tube checker,
two oscillators, output
meter, battery charger
and complement of tools
Radio Retailing. Kovcnthcr, 1932
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Characteristics of Radio Receiving Tubes
Plate
Plate current
voltage ma.

Cathode
Type
Detector
4IH6
General purpose
4'HB
| General purpose | 43S
•t'Hs
General purpose
Power output
4H
R.F. amplifier
5K
R.F. amplifier
5 Hz
R.F. amplifier
SHz
Amplifier
4'H6
Detector
4^6
General purpose
4'H«
General purpose
4,He
Special detector
4H
Power amplifier
4'H«
General purpose
414
Power amplifier
4H
R.F. amplifier
SHz
Voltage amplifier
4IH«
Power amplifier
4'H6
Variable-mu
5 Hz
Variable-mu
5 Hz
R.F. amplifier
4%
General purpose
4H
Power amplifier
41 Hz
Variable-mu
4'Hz
Power amplifier
4>Hs
Voltage amplifier
4'H«
Power pentode
4>H6
Power pentode
5H
Power pentode
5H
High cutoff 39
41^6
Power amplifier
5H
Clase B amplifier
5H
Power pentode
5H
General purpose
4'Ms
Output tetrode
5H
Class B amplifier
4'Me
Power amplifier
6M
Variable-mu
5M
Output tube
4'M«
Diode trsode
414
General purpose
414
R,F. amplifier
42H2
Variable-mu
42H2
3-grid pwr. amp.
5-K

99
182-B
183

!
!

;

I'M®
l'M«
1M«
(Me
i'Me
IMs
I'Me
I'Me
('Me
I'Me
('Me
I'Me
I'Me
(Me
I'Me
IMe
nu
I'Me
I'Me
I'Me
I'Me
I'Me
IMe
IMe
IMe 1
IMe
IMe
I'Me
I'Me
2Mo
2Me
1M«
2M6
2M6
2Mo
I'Me
2M6
I'Me
2'Me
I'Me
I'Me
IMe
(Me
IMe
IMe

Filament
Filament
Filament
Filament
Filament
Heater
Filament
Heater
Filament
Heater
Heater
Heater
Heater
Heater
Filament
Filament
Filament
Heater
Filament
Filament
Heater
Heater
Heater
Heater
Heater
Heater
Filament
Heater
Heater
Heater
Heater
Filament
Filament
Filament
Heater
Heater
Filament
Filament
Filament
Filament
Heater
Heater
Heater
Heater

2M6

Heater

2.5

Heater
Heater
Healer
Heater
Heater
Filament
Heater

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
5.0
6.3

Heater

6.3

0,40

Filament
Heater
Filament
Filament
Filament
Filament
Filament
Heater

3.3
5.0
5.0
7.5
5.0
3.0
3.0
(2.3

0.063
1.25
1.25
1.25
0.30
1,00
1,50
0.3

Heater

6.3

0.6

Heater
Filament
Filament
Heater
Filament
Filament
Heater
Heater
Heater
Filament

2.5
5.0
3.0
3.0
6,3
6.3
2.5
6.3
2.5
5.0

4.00
1.35
1.30
1.30
0.30
0.30
(.00
0.40
1.75
0.25

R.F. amplifier
R.F, amplifier
Power amplifier
Output pentode
Special detector
Power amplifier
Diode triode

4'M6 IMe
4'Ms 1Mb
IMe
414
4!M« IMe
IMe
4M
4iM8 1 I'Me
41H2 IMe

Triple grid amp.

4«H2

General purpose
Power amplifier
Power amplifier
Power amplifier
Power pentode
General purpose
Power output
T wo-stage amplifier

4H 1 IMe
4'Me I'Me
2Ms
5H
5H
2Mo
5H
2M8

1

IMe

5-H , 2M6
4H

I'Me

6Ma
2H
83
Power output
5H 1 2Mo
84
General purpose
4'H0 I'Me
85
General purpose
4'Ms 1'Mo
.A
Output tube
4'Me ('Me
111-5
Output pentode
4'Me I'Me
rR-20 Double-grid detector 414
(Me
1E.-22 Double-grid detector 414
IMe
1R-25 Output pentode
2M6
5H
JA
Pentode
4iHs I'Me
♦Applied through coupling resistor
jtor of 250,000
250 oh
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5.0
3.0
1.1
5.0
3,3
(5.0
3.3
2.5
1.5
15.0
2.5
15.0
2.5
15.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
15.0
2.0
2.0
2.5
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
15.0
5.0
6.3
6.3
25.0
6.3
2.5
2.5
2.5
15.0
30.0
2.0
7.5
2.5
6,3
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

45
0.25
90
0.25
135
0.25
180
0.132 135
135
0.35
0,(32 135
1.75 (80
1.05 135
0.35
90
1.75
(35
0.35
90
1.00 180
0.35 (80
0.06 180
0.130 135
0.06 180
0.35 135
0,26 135
.06 135
1.75 250
0,30 180
0.30 180
135
0,30
0.30 180
0.40 180
0,25 180*
0.65 167.5
0.65 250
95
0,30
0.30 180
(.50 250
1.75 250
1.75 250
90
0.35
95
0.40
0.(2 135
(.25 /\ 350
450
1,75 250
100
0,30
1.00 250
1.00 250
1.00 250
(.00 250
f 250
2.00 { 250
[ 400
0.40 135
0.40 135
(35
0.40
0.40 135
0.30 180
0.25 180
. 0.30 250

1.5
2.5
3.0
7.6
6.5
1.0
1.5
4.0
5.5
4.5
4.5
7.5
4.5
22.0
3,1
8.0
1.7
1.5
14.5
2.8
6,3
3.1
4.7
9.0
4.5
21.0
0.2
16.5
34.0
20.0
6.4
34,0
22.0
31.0
4.5
47.0
5.7
45,0
55.0
6.30
42.0
8.0
5.0
2.0
8.2
30.0
35.6
15.0
3.0
3.5
5,0
14.0
4.5
20.0
7.0
f 17.0
160 ] 20.0
[ 3.0
2.5
90
200
18.0
250 25.0
f 350 16,0
\ 425 18.0
no 20,0
90
3.0
180 20.0
/ (20
3,0-<
1 120 30.0-<
/ 173.5 4.0-<
1 180 !7.5-<
/ 250
4.0-<
\ 250 52.0-<
180
15.3
135
6,0
135
5.5
135 12.0
165 17.0
250
3.5
250
3.5
34.0
250
180
7.5

Power
output
m. watts
30,000
20.0
666
11,000
8.0
725
10.5
15,000
6.6
440
5,000
8.5
1,700
3.3
6,300
525
400.0
700,000
570
850,000
350,0
300
400.0
400,000
1,000
7,600 i
8.3
1,100
10.5
9,000
1,165
9,000
9.0
1,000
10.5
9.000
1,165
20,700
30.0
1,450
3.8
M00
3,500
9.3
10,300
900
3.8
4,100
923
1.2 Meg 780.0
650
32,000
30.0
940
70.0
50,000
1.450
360.0
600
600,000
350,000
370.0
1,050
350,000
370.0
1,050
9.0
10,000
900
100.0
975
102,000
750.0
750,000
1,000
2,000
3.0
1,500
30.0
200
150,000
120,000
215.0
1,800
100,000
220.0
2,200
90,0
45,000
2.000
426.0
410,000
1,040
. 3.5
2,000
1,750
2,380
5.6
2,350
60,000
150.0
2,500
1.185
10.3
9.000
28.0
2,800
10,000
4.5
1,125
4,000
3.8
2,000
1,900
3.8
2,100
1,800
400.0
1,110
360,000
Designed for Class B opcrati
7,500
8.3
1,100
13.5
1,450
9,500
1,225
1,500
1.5 Meg.
1,280
1,600
800,000
6.0
1,200
2.500
100.0
2,220
45,000
370.0
320.0
9.0
90.0
30.0 |
3.0 1
8.3
9.7
135.0

1,050
1,000
1,100
1,400
1,450
1,620

15,500 |
3,330
1.670
5,150
5,000
41,000
10.000
2,000
8,700
4,400

6.6
5.0
3.0
8.0
8.0
55,0
8.0
3.0
6.8
II.2

425
1,500
1,800
1,550
1,600
1,350
1,000
1.000
780
2,550

12,000
3,000
2,450
8,900
8,900
5,260
47,000
10,000
10,000
100,000
30,000

14.4
13.0
3.3
12.5
12.5
100.0
100.0
14.0
>4.0
220,0
60.0

1,200
4,350
1,340
1,400
1,400
1,900
2,100
1,400
1,400
2.200
2,000

350,000
320,000
8,200
64,500
20,700
1,850
8,300
3,000
82,500

1.570
1,635

Load
resistance

5,000 A triode
7,000 A pentode
1,500 B triode

7,000 A triode
8,000 A pentode
2,350 B amp.
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Don Bestor (center)
and His Orchestra

Discs

-I
Reflect

New

Dance

Interviews

and

Reviews

THE other day, in company with E. E. Oberstein,
Victor's chief dance band scout, we hied over to the
Lexington Hotel where Don Bestor and His Orchestra
recently began to tantalize the stepping toes of a portion of
New York's dansomaniacs. This orchestra leader has been
rotating all over the country, playing the principal hotels
and should know, as well as anyone, what the youngsters,
grown-ups and prancing octogenarians prefer to accompany
their glidings on the slippery floor. The answer, - as this
genial conductor will tell you, may be found in a pair of
lately recorded Victor dance discs.
Slow, well-accented tempo displaying a generally appealing melody makes for popularity. "The trouble with many
bands," says the experienced Mr. Bestor, "is that they overorchestrate a tune. We fit the orchestration and tempo to
the melody and not the other way around. The secret, if
any, is to obtain the maximum effect with the simplest
means. Dancing is the first consideration, listening the
second. And, of course, interestingly sustained accents put
in the right places will inveigle the most anemic dancer."
It's not as easy as it sounds. But, here is a peculiar
deduction—as different from Guy Lombardo's style as they
can be—Don Bestor's arrangements bear more than a slight
resemblance as regards economy and simplicity. And everyone knows how Guy's records sell.
Bestor's band has just finished a series of new recordings and, if we don't miss our guess, these interpretations
will be the rage this winter. W. H. Tyler, of The Gramophone Shop, America's most energetic record emporium,
claims, "The late Bestor discs are sensations. Contented and
The River Rhine, for style and recording, are the biggest
things of the season. If the next records keep up to present
standards, we may expect a real rival for Lombardo."
That Subtle Bass Drum
It can't be impressed too deeply that the various recording
studios are up on their toes in search for additional kicks
with which to pervade recordings with that ever-desired
best selling quality. The manufacturers are not content to
grind out the usual variety of hot, slow, fast, sweet, or
humorous dance music, as the case may be, always prevalent on the air. A record of a dance tune must have a
Radio Retailing, November, 1932
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punch which won't disappear after the first couple of hearings. And so we find an exceptional curiosity in what is
known as microphone technic. The recent Don Bestor
registrations introduce a recording innovation which is
effective in the extreme. The engineer's took a feather from
Ray Noble's war bonnet (the English H. M. V. recording
band) and decided to put a spaciousness and tonal quality
in a dance orchestra recording which up to now had been
only partly evident. In recording Don Bestor and His
Orchestra's Contented and Sweetheart Hour (No. 24135)
and The River Rhine and I Guess It Wasn't Meant to Be
(No. 24136) an odd experiment was conducted. A separate
microphone was used dose to the string bass and a nearby
bass drum was gently tapped throughout the recording in
perfect synchronization with each bass tone. All of which "
sounds very simple but the result is truly amazing; Bestor's
individual and tantalizing rhythm is further accentuated
and in such a way as to provoke the most desultory dancer.
The above Victor records are the discs to feature this
month. Their reception will give you a key to the sort of
records calculated to arouse public interest. Remember
what we said about Guy Lombardo, whose records still outsell
those by any other band. Don Bestor is slated to go over
big. By the time you read this notice, there will be additional Bestor discs available. Sell 'em to the customers who
bought Contented (the maestro's own song) and The River
Rhine.
Brunswick
How's that Shozv Boat album going? Write to Brunswick for the material they are offering to help you sell this
new idea in operetta recordings.
Recent Brunswicks which tickled our ears are: How
Deep Is the Ocean and Here Lies Love by Bing Crosby, the
last from his own motion picture, "The Big Broadcast"
(No. 6406) . . . From the Broadway success, "Flying
Colors," Louisiana Hayridc and A Rainy Day (No. 6407)
by Freddie. Martin and His Orchestra . . . The Dorsey
Brothers sizzle in Sentimental Over You and Sing (No.
6409) . . . Feature Guy Lombardo's Pink Elephants (Np.
6399) . . . and the Lenox Avenue rhapsody Underneath the
(Please turn to baas 33)
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ONE YEAR MORATORIUM DECLAREDAPPRO A ED SETS TO BE LABELED
—FOR FEWER NEW TUBES
Many Other Progressive Steps Taken
At Commodore Hotel, Oct. 20-21
THERE will be no Radio Manulacturers Association trade show in 1933,
according- to a decision of this organization's board of directors at its
meeting in New York on Oct. 21. After considerable discussion, which
revealed a wide variance of opinion, the board members voted to "skip" the
annual trade show next year for the purpose of ascertaining decisively, by the
elimination method, if the radio business is impaired Or retarded by such action.
The annual convention of RMA members will, however, be held as usual.
On the matter of when and how to introduce to the trade and to the public
new models there has long been conflicting opinions. Dealers, as well as
manufacturers, still are undecided as to whether concerted action at one given
time is the best policy.
RMA "Certified" Sets
Receiving sets offered to the public by
RMA set manufacturers soon will bear
an RMA label certifying official Association approval and manufacture under
RMA standards. Only manufacturers
who are members of the RMA will be
permitted to use this label on their
products as another measure to protect
"legitimate" manufacturers. Radio dealers and jobbers, and the public also,
will be urged to buy RMA "certified"
receiving sets.
An RMA label, of attractive design
cither in metal or paper composition,
will certify official association approval
by the RMA Engineering Institute.
Kstablislmient of this new Engineering
institute was authorized by the association's directors at their New York
meeting. The Institute will be under
the direction of Franklin Hutchinson,
chairman of the RMA Engineering
Committee, and will consist of five leading engineers to be approved by the
board. The Institute will give its approval to receiving sets of RMA
members which are manufactured in
accord with specifications adopted by
the Institute and the RMA Board.
To Reduce Number of New Tubes
Cooperation between leading set and
tube manufacturers to reduce the number of new tubes brought into the
market was effected by the RMA Set
and Tube Divisions.
Chairman S. W. Muldowny, of the
Tube Division, held a preliminary meeting of prominent tube manufacturers to
discuss the burdens not only on manufacturers, but on jobbers and dealers
evolved from the promotion of new
tubes. Later, when a joint conference
of set and tube manufacturers was held,
it was decided that Chairman Murray, of
the Set Division, should advise all receiving set manufacturers and their en30

gineers of the serious difficulties, including loading up of dealers, involved
in the promotion of numerous new unnecessary and minor tubes. Set manufacturers will be urged to reduce their
demands on tube makers for products
embodying only minor or special developments.
"Feature Programs," Aylesworth
Radio manufacturers, jobbers and
dealers were urged to direct more of
their advertising appropriation and copy
for promoting broadcast feature events.
Addressing the RMA members at the
Commodore Hotel, Merlin Aylesworth.
president of the National Broadcasting
Company, further stated that be would
develop programs of especial interest to
automobile radio owners and to business
men. He urged that sets better suited
to office use be built.
COLONI AL TO BE
DISTRIBUTED BY
GRAYB AR ELBC.
Negotiations were consummated the
early part of October with the Graybar
Electric Co. for the exclusive distribution
of Colonial radio sets through Graybar's
76 branch houses. This arrangement brings
into the industry a combination that should
make itself felt as a stabilizing influence.
According to F. G. Carson, vice-president
of Colonial Radio Corp., a complete line
of sets will be in the hands of the Graybar branch houses within a few weeks and
the price range will be from under $20 to
about $100. Cabinets for the complete
line are to be supplied by the Adler Mfg.
Co., Louisville.
Distribution of the Colonial line will be
aggressively pursued by the Graybar

Promoting Majestic s New
Sales Plan
Ray IStianclson, live-wire sales executive for Cl-G, is busy these (lays,
by air, rail and auto, telling dealers
and distributors about Majestic's new
sales plans. Safely (?) ensconced
within this air liner is Floyd Masters,
general sales manager for this concern.
houses, D. H. O'Brien, general merchandise
manager of Graybar, states. The Graybar
organization has held a somewhat unique
position in radio sales since its unit operation maintains careful check upon stocks in
dealers' hands, thus making surplus liquidations unnecessary. The broader price
appeal inherent in the new line will, it is
expected, enable the appointment of many
new dealers but care will be exercised
against over-population of retail territories.
To assist in the distribution, Colonial will
put into the field a number of sales promotion men.
Clough'Brengle Co. Organized
Kendall dough and Ralph Brengle, formerly chief engineer and general superintendent, respectively, of Silver-Marshall,
Inc., announce the formation of the
Clough-Brengle Co., with headquarters at
1134 West Austin Ave., Chicago. Associated with them will be Ralph P, Glover,
who was sound engineer at S-M, and Leon
Worrier, recently of the same concern.
This new concern will manufacture laboratory and production test equipment, amplifiers and accessories for practically
every type of radio application.
Lewis Rejoins Pacent
R. L. Lewis, sates manager for Paccnt
Electric Co., Inc.. from 1925 to 1928, has
recently returned as general sales manager
in charge of all domestic sales. Pacent is
starting a drive on its new item, the
"Radioformer," an eliminator of man-made
static.
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New York, N. Y.

PATENT PROTECTION DEMANDED
Your Name, Mr. Anonymous
Manujncturer
Dear Mr. Anonymous Manufacturer:
Your well written letter tearing the
hide off the dealer received and read
with much interest. We would like
to brief this letter and publish it but
you must identify yourself to the
writer. I promise your name will be
held inviolate. So tell me who you
are and your rebuttal to my article,
"The Dealer Has His Day in Court,"
will be printed in the December issue
of Radio Retailing.
We would like to hear from any
other manufacturer who may desire
to present his unrestrained comments
on the industry. If requested, the
signer's name will be held strictly
confidential.
Ray V. Sutliffe,
Managing Editor.
—II
TalkinS
Fillmore Heads N. Y. Talking
'
®
Machine Co., in Buffalo
luffalo
r.
"C)rc'
; past three
hstnet sales
r in New
gate lor the
V ictor Com-

falo and Rochester
fotj RCA Victor
products and RCA
Radiotrons. He succeeds E. J, Hendrickson who assumes the position of merchandise manager for RCA Victor at the home
office in Camden, N. J.
"Phil" Fillmore, who is well known in
local radio circles, has been identified with
the radio business since 1922. His genial
personality, which has radiated good cheer
from the great Northwest to Texas, will
be a welcome addition to Buffalo radio
circles.

BY RADIO INDUSTRY LEADERS
AT MEETINGS of radio industry leaders in New York, Oct. 20-21, including
(he Board of Directors and the Receiving Set. Tube and Parts Divisions
of die Radio Manufacturers Association, vigorous measures to improve merchandising conditions and prevent unfair competition were adopted.
Chief among these was the unanimous
adoption, by the RMA directors, of
a
Brunsivick Engineers, Inc. to . resolution calling on radio patent
j. j |
• i c
licensors, including the Radio Corporaluarket tsrunsivick bets
tion of America, to take adequate action
i->
.. „
.
,
,-1A W.
,,r 54lh
.... against unlicensed
Brunswick
Engineers,
Inc..
Ol9
„. manufacturers. The
x, York,
v has
i assumed
i .i
rr
t resolution rtollous:
Street,l New
the United
Radio Service Company and the Brunswick
"Inasmuch as the manufacture and
Radio Factory Service, and are now resale, without royalty payments, of
leasing to the domestic trade the 1933
unlicensed radio apparatus which inBrunswick line of sets, sound recording
fringes patents under which members
devices, amplifiers and home recording
of this Association are licensed and
devices.
pay royalties subjects such members
to serious disadvantages in competition :
"Sentinel" Embarks on New Career
"THEREFORE, BE IT RESentinel Radio Corporation, successor
SOLVED, that the owners of patents
to t ,c
a 0
' ^ ^' Division of the United Air
under which members of this AssoCleaner Corporation, has purchased the
ciation are licensed and pay royalties
good will rights to the well-known trade
be requested by this Association to
name. "Sentinel." This new firm, of
enforce in every proper manner rewhich R. W. Canfield is vice president.
spect for their patents by the manuis a subsidiary of the Electrical Refacturers and vendors of competing
search Laboratories, (Erla). Both coniapparatus which infringes such
panics are located in the former factory
patents."
0f United at 9703 Cottage Grove Ave',
Chicago.
111.
Chicago, ill.
This action follows recent numerous
—
lawsuits instituted by holders of loud
speaker patents against many prominent
ALL-AMERICAN MOHAWK an- chain store, furniture and other purnounces the appointment, as jobbing chasers of unlicensed products and is
representatives, of Dunham's Music expected to result in similar action to
House, Asheville, N. C., and Jesse protect receiving set manufacturers
French Co., of Montgomery, .Ala.
against many unlicensed manufacturers.

//. P. PUlmorc

Will Increase Wave Lengths
United States, Canadian, Mexican and
Cuban delegates to the International
Radio Conference, now in session at
Madrid, Spain, agreed, Oct. 20. to seek
to increase the number of wave lengths
available for radio in North America
by reducing the mimbcr of ship wave
lengths. It was stated that a formula
to accomplish this end had been devised which would not jeopardize marine
interests.
Radio Retailing, November, 1932

Rebroadcast the Football Games

^ A CROSIXY «>» ths
CROSLFC DEM ESS

IVhy not emulate the example of the Shnlcr Supply Company, Crosley dislribnlor in the Avk' Orleans district? This enterprising firm not only rebroadcasts
all the southern football classics, in the manner shown above, hut sees to it that
its radio dealers place operating sets on the sidewalk before their stores and
tie in zi'ith suitable zvindoza displays
31

Silver's Sales Force Joins
DETECTOR

Howard Radio Company
Practically the entire sales executive organization of Silver-Marshall, Inc., has
been absorbed by the Howard Radio Co.,
South Haven, Mich. This force, headed
by Howard W, Sams as general sales
manager, includes Howard C. Briggs, who
now acts as assistant sales manager for
Howard; Burton Browne, advertising manager; A. L. Sullivan, eastern manager;
and E. M. Jacobson, western manager.
The first three mentioned have been
associated with Silver-Marshall, now in
receivership, since 1929. In June, 1931,
largely • through the efforts of these
gentlemen, S-M inaugurated a factory-todealer selling plan, which, in one year accumulated 4,000 accounts. Howard Radio,
it is stated by vice-president John Parnham, plans to pursue this same policy-—
"selling direct to one exclusive dealer in
every town and city."

Business improves—We are supported
Frank Squires, veteran radio engineer
in this contention by such recent state- has joined Radio Chassis, Inc., in the
ments as;
capacity of chief engineer in charge of
"The Clarion factory is going full blast design and production.
and everybody exceedingly happy." E. J.
"This Is to raise the ante on your
Dykstra.
statement that somebody or other was
"The trend of purchases to the six-legged selling radio sets in 76 foreign countype of cabinetry has been so marked that tries," writes Ovid Riso, Foreign Adproduction of this particular model has vertising Department, RCA Victor.
"Just look at the attached—and if you
stepped up 25 per cent." Lyric.
can read French you will see some"According to report, the Zenith factory thing." Clipped to Rise's letter was an
is at present 6,000 units behind schedule." RCA ad, with this head;
Dave Goldman, North American Radio
Corp., New York City.
"22,000 MARCHANDS en 94 pays
vendent les pastes RCA."
"Our business shows a 300 per cent inAre we another? You tell us, reader.
crease over last month." D. IV. May, Nezv
York City.
^tlllllltHIIIIIIIIIIIIDINlltllllllUIHIItllllUlilllllllimilllltllllilDillllllllUllllilKllllHiniilllllSg
"Radio business in the Northwest tremendously spurred by the holding of the
^
CONTESTS
|
11th ^ annual Radio Show at Minneapolis
Auditorium. Dealers visited the show
TtiiiiiiiiDiiiiiitiiiiiitimiiiiiiiiHmitfiiiiiiiimiiiiiiinifHmiimiiimiitiitiiDitiiiiiiiiiitouiiiiK
from the Dakotas, Iowa, Wisconsin and
Minnesota."
Zenith Contest for Dealers ment
completion
the final tally am! announceof theofwinners.
"The Foda plant is now operating on a
and Their Men
full time schedule. Demand has necessitated increasing production at Long Island
Now Zenith enters the ranks of conWith the A K Word Builders
plant by 83 per cent the first of October test
Its $25,000 awards will go
and again by 50 per cent, October IP." onlysponsors.
Atwater
Kent's word building stunt conto the trade:—to retail radio sales- tinues to pull
Frank Andrea.
prospects to dealers' stores.
men, dealers, radio department manager E.
A. Wildermuth, Brooklyn, N. Y. disand
distributor's
salesmen.
Started
Oct.
Additional evidence of the reviving of
tributor, for example, reports 20 to 35 rebusiness conditions is contained in the 20 and ends Dec. 20—"checks to reach quests per day for official entry blanks
announcement of the A. A. Schneider- winners on Christmas morning."
being made on many of this firm's retailers,
Briefly these cash prizes, from $3,000 This
hahn Co., that the company is reopening
contest closes Nov. 15. A tip. to Mrs.
to
$50,
are
for
doing
two
jobs
superits Sioux City branch for the distribuAmbitious: Some of your competitors are
latively
well—selling
Zenith's
new
sets
tion of Atwater Kent radios, Leonard
hitting the 1,000-wprd mark, so look sharp.
electric refrigerators and A.B.C. washers. and telling how to do it.
Full
details
have
been
mailed
to
all
The president of this concern, A. A.
Schneiderhahn, talked before the Des eligible candidates. But for further in- Central Electric, Des Moines,
Moines Advertising Club Oct. 18, taking formation and official Zenith contest
for his subject: "Radio's Past, Present forms, write to Zenith Radio Corp., 3620
W ins $500 Raytheon Prize
Iron St., Chicago.
and Future." Whew!
The Central Electric Company, Des
■ Arkansas dealers are still talking
Moines, Iowa, wins the grand prize in the
American
Bosch
Runs
Radio
about the good time they had at 5S5's
Eveready Raytheon window display conannual convention, Oct. 12—held at
test—$500 in cold cash, The second best
Star Popularity Contest
Little Rock. This "intensified" affair
window trim, using 4-pillar tubes, was subended with a banquet and vaudeville
For the first time in radio, a set manu- mitted by Earl Marks, of Portland, Oreperformance. The theme of the con- facturer is running a radio star popularity gon,. who gets a check for $250. Third
vention, "Bring Back rrosperity," was poll. United American Bosch Corp, is prize, $150, goes' to Roy's Broadway Auto
dramatized by introducing to the as- distributing ballots through the newspapers, Service, of Rockfqrd, Illinois. Hundreds
tonished multitude a large freight train, radio stations and retail radio stores ask- of other cash awards are now on their way
drawn by good old engine number 555. ing for the listener's preference in seven to the lesser, but lucky, contestants.
The Muter Company, of which Leslie F. major classifications, from announcers to
Muter is president, has acquired the name, instrumentalists.
Stars securing the greatest number of
Shure Bros. Sponsoring
trade mark, tools and dies of ike Leslie F. official
ballots in their respective groups,
Muter Company with which he was form- are to obtain
gold
cups
in
token
of
their
Unique P.A. Contest
erly associated.
leadership for 1932. Each succeeding year,
To make available to the radio trade
New Orleans—Believing free music is the poll will be repeated with the awarding
profitable ways of selling public address
a consideration which will tip the scales of similar gold popularity cups.
To insure widest possible balloting, equipment is the purpose of a contest, now
in its favor, Radio Cab Line, organized
with a fleet of 20 cabs, has equipped each $10,000 in special prizes is offered to the in full swing, sponsored by Shure Brothers
with a radio. Drivers are instructed public participating. It is believed this Company, 337 W. Madison Street, Chicago.
Dealers are invited to write in—about
to give the passenger any station he feature will spur particular Interest in the
poll, even aside from the natural en- 200 words—the gist of some idea or experiasks for.
thusiasm of radio listeners for their par- ence by which the sale of a public address
C D. MacKinnon becomes sales pro- ticular favorites.
system or systems was achieved. For the
motion manager for Zenith, according to
The Radio Star Popularity Poll began winning idea, a complete portable P. A.
word just received from E. A. Tracey, this October 16 and ends midnight, Decem- system. The next eight prizes, valuable
concern's new general sales manager. ber 4. Presentation ceremonies, attended radio merchandise. There will be 110
"Mac" has worked with the Aeolian Com- by prominent personages of both radio minor awards for the "trailers." This conpany and Brunswick in a similar capacity. and the theater, will be held shortly after test closes Nov. 30.
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J. P. Kennedy—Radio Magician
(Continued from page 17)
fell in pitch and volume in an eerie manner. I imagined
some of my audience shivered.
Having noted considerable interest in my display of
meters, I picked up my ohrameter and an old slide-wire,
Wheatstone bridge, explained that the needs of radio
necessitated the development of a device for instant
determination of resistance that virtually made obsolete
the old tedious bridge method of measurement. I then
asked a nearby gentleman to hold the test prods of the
ohmmeter in his fingers that 1 might measure his resistance to an electric current.
The reading was approximately 100,000 ohms.
I withdrew the test prods and took from my pocket a
piece of 13-gauge aerial wire. I had memorized the
data on 13 gauge wire in advance and thus could give
some interesting figures rapidly. This wire, for example, had approximately ten ohms resistance per mile.
The gentleman tested therefore offered the same opposition to a flow of electric current that a length of wire
10,000 miles long would offer to a flow of current;
10,000 miles of No. 13 wire would weigh 828,000 pounds
—more than 400 tons. So I remarked, "I have proven
by scientific means that this man weighing less than 200
pounds is electrically equal to more than 400 tons of
copper wire." The man was something of a wit and
stood up for a bow, remarking that if anybody wanted
the equivalent of 400 tons of copper at $100 a ton, he
was available!
My low-capacity tester consists of an oscillator having
a meter in the grid circuit for indication of resonance
and an inductively-coupled coil with a calibrated condenser across. This was next brought forth. Two wires
were extended from the ends of the pickup coil to two
gentlemen seated close together in the audience. They
were asked to bring their free hands dose and the
audience was asked to watch the meter on my instrument. As the capacity between the men increased with
the movement of their hands the meter reading changed.
Actually the capacity of their hands was tuning the
resonant coil to the frequency of the oscillator and causing the grid current to dip.
I then explained that this method of capacity measurement could be used to measure extremely small variations in distance, as between the parts of a radio tube, or
could be used to determine the electrical capacity between
any two conducting mediums or the dielectric capacity
between any non-conducting mediums. To make these
technical terms more clear, I suggested that at some time
in the future this method of measurement might be developed to a point where the density of germs in a given
quantity of bacteria might be determined more rapidly
than by the present methods employing a microscope.
"Seeing" a AVord
To conclude my lecture, a hand microphone was inserted in^ place of the phono-pickup in my miniature
broadcasting unit, and the primary of the 1 to 3 ratio
audio transformer with the neon bulb across its secondary was connected across the plates of the power tubes in
the radio set. By tuning the oscillator to the frequency
of the receiver and speaking the word LIGHT into the
microphone, the neon bulb could be made to flash. Then,
holding the microphone near the set and admonishing
Radio Retailing, November, 1932

the light to remain lighted, I permitted the speaker of
the set to feed back a howl in the microphone that caused
the neon bulb to glow quite steadily.
I was watching my time limit closely and had just two
minutes to finish after this demonstration. This was
devoted to a brief sales talk running something like this:
"The only difference between the radio service rendered by my organization and that of others in town, is
that we use strictly scientific methods, and precision instruments, some of which you see here. With this advantage we accompish better results in less time at less
cost_ to you than any ordinary radiotrician could possibly
attain. In selling sets, we are unlike most non-technical
radio dealers, we do not repeat, parrot-like, the merits
of a set as given out by the manufacturer. We first investigate all the claims for the set and determine its
true merit.
"Thank you, gentlemen, for your attention."
Plans More Shows
I am planning further programs of a more elaborate
nature, programs with more old-fashioned "hokum,"
outright magic of electrical phenomena. Observing the
audience on my first presentation, it was easy to see that
the slightest hint of anything mysterious, or beyond their
comprehension, held attention.
In all probability I will develop a more elaborate show
suitable for presentation before large fraternal organizations such as the Elks, Masons, K. of C.'s, Pythians,
Eagles, etc. Probably, it will be best to play up the
mystic angle and charge the clubs a moderate fee for
each show.
Light-sensitive cells may be made to operate relays
for a great variety of trick presentations which could be
controlled by a flashlight beam. A powerful oscillator
feeding the primary of a "Tesla" coil could produce
brilliant but harmless high frequency sparks with which
a number of tricks could be performed. The old phenomenon of heating a dosed circle of metal by induction
might be used, with the induction "furnace" under a
table, to ignite little circles of the wire from radio tube
grids held in the air over the top.
There are countless ways of entertaining people not
familiar with electrical phenomena.

Discs Reflect New Dance Styles
(Continued from page 29)
Harlem Moon by the dusky Don Redman and His Orchestra
(No. 6401) . . . Duke Ellington steps out again in Jazz
Cocktail and Lightmn' (No. 6404). The entire list is
exceptionally brilliant.
Columbia
Columbia's ten-inchers include a new Vallee number, Me
Minus You, in that maestro's best manner, calculated to
soothe. The reverse is as fine an interpretation of the
sweeping hit Lefs Put Out the Lights as we have heard
(No. 271SD) . . . Harold Stern of St. Moritz and broadcast
fame, couples 'Twas Only a Summer Night's Dream and
You'll Always Be the Same Sweetheart (No. 2717), smooth
rhythmic numbers . . . You've heard of Maurice Ravel, the
Bolero king. Well, feature the new Columbia Masterworks
set of Ravel's recently composed Piano Concerto. It's jazzy
and full of scintillation and esprit. A good number to introduce to Ellington enthusiasts and Gershwin admirers.
22
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Coionial Line
Offered by the Colonial Radio Corp.,
Buffalo, JM. v., and distributed exclusively
through Graybar branches, are:
Model C-4 95, a six lube supGrhoterodyne console, embodying the use of the
latest high gain and super control variable-mu r.f. pentode tubes and a pentode
power output tube. The frequency range,
as in all Colonial models, is from 320 to
1763 k.c. $19.30 complete.
Model 0-595 console with 9 tubes is
§59.50.
Model 0-695, 10 tube console, employs
r.f. pentodes for the oscillator, r.f. and the
two i.f. stages. It has two audio stages
and two power pentodes in the output
stage. $69.50.
Model T-3D7, is a C tube supcrhet
midget. $39.75.
Model 0-995 is a 12 tube superheterodyne with G of the new r.f. pentodes. Includes such features as super power Class
"B" output and noiseless inductive a.v.o.
The cabinet has sliding doors and is of the
six legged type. $99.50.-—Radio Kctailinff,
Xovenihcr, 1932.

Sentinel Radios
Sentinel Radio Corp., successor to the
Radio Division of the United Air Cleaner
Corp., 9705 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago,
announces its 1933 line.
Model 412 4-tube t.r.f. midget (258, 247,
257, 2S0), is $24.50, complete.
Model 513, "Personal Type", 14 in. long
x 6J in. deep, takes a 255, 257, 25$, 24 7,
and 2S0. §34,50.
Model 614. <S5 to 550 meters), has a.v.c.,
and the following tube equipment; two
258's, 257, 235, 247, 280. $4 4.50.
Model 1016, 10 lube superheterodyne console with Class B amplification, noise suppression circuit and a.v.c. is $74.50. Tubes:
255, 256, 257, 2S0, three 25S's, and three
24 6's.
Model 1017, same chassis but with two
speakers and a more elaborate cabinet,
is $89.50.
Model 816, all-wave, battery operated
superhet console priced at $75, complete
with tubes but less batteries, uses two
each of the 232, 230, 234 and 49 types.
20 to 550 meters—single tuning dial. This
set has a.v.c. ami Class B amplification,
and may be used on an A battery of the
air cell, primary or storage battery types.
Model 814, same chassis, midget cabinet,
$59.50.
Model 521, "Car Radio", combines the
radio and speaker in one unit so that it
may be placed In any convenient place.
In servicing, the entire set can be removed.
The tube equipment includes 2S9, 235, 236,
and two SSO's, Price $39.50, with tubes.
—Radio RetuiUnff, November, 1932.

Radio Receptor "Recorder"
For dealers to make voice recordings
for their customers, as well as recordings
of speeches at banquets and affairs, and
for police departments to record conversations or examinations of suspects, the
model RM-1 Recorder is offered by the
Radio Receptor Company, Inc., 106 Seventh
Ave., New York, N. Y.
The device is portable, measuring 20x20
Radiart Sets
in. and not only records the voice, but also
plays back the record by throwing a
A
four
and
five tube set are offered
switch. Provision is made to control the by the Radiarta Corp.,
13229 Shaw Ave.,
intensity of the recording by means of a Cleveland, Ohio.
visual level meter. The amplifier is housed
Model
41-A
uses
a
57,
a 47 and an
in the same cabinet. The price, complete SO. It has illuminateda 58,
dial, combined
with microphone and tubes, is $250.— volume control and on-and-off
switch and
Radio Retailing, November, 1932.
tone control. The price is $22.50 complete
with lubes and tax paid.
Model 52-A is a five tube superheterodyne, with a circuit incorporating the
23, volt heater tubes, silent full automatic
volume control and tone control. Tube
equipment—one each of the 57, 58, 47, 55
and 80 types. List price $32.50 with tubes
and tax paid.—Radio Retailiny, November,
1932.
Sky hawk Sets
A mantle type cabinet and a six-legged
console are being made by the Republic
Industries, Ashland, Ohio. The trade name
is "Skyhawk."
Mode! MS midget listing at $36.50, covers
a range of from 75 to 550 meters and
takes a 58, two 57's, a 47 and an 80 tube.
Model N, the six-legged consoje, has a
standard range and utilizes three 58's, three
56's, a 55, a 4 7 and an 80. $84.50.—Radio
Retailing, November, 1932.

Lyric Model SA-91
Utilizing the same superheterodyne circuit as employed in the Model SA-90, the
All American Mohawk Corp., North Tonawanda, N. Y., has just launched its new
console SA-9i. The cabinet is of larger
proportions than -previously used, and is
of the six-leggod type.—Radio Retailino,
November, 1932.
Emicon Electronic Musical
Instrument
The "ICmicon" is an electronic musical
instrument of the "solo" type, having a
keyboard of thirty-two keys arranged according to the standard musical "tempered
scale." It may be attached directly to
the audio stage of any radio set, P.A.
system, talking motion picture amplifier or
similar equipment. By simply turning a
button, the tone quality may be varied
from that of a string instrument to that
of brass or reed instruments.
Technically, the Emicon consists of an
audio oscillator of the gas discharge type,
with the keys making contact in series
with the main circuit through resistors of
the proper value to produce the pitch of
each note. The tone quality is secured by
filtering out overtones by means of a
tone control. By the use of a potentiometer as a tuning button, the pitch of the
instrument may be raised or lowered over
a range of live full notes, enabling the
player to tune in to correct pitch on incoming radio programs. Incoming radio
programs can be accompanied or it can be
played as the solo instrument. The retail
price is $59.50. Emicon, Inc., 2 West 46th
St., New York City.—Radio Retailing, November, 1932.

New Mcrchandiac continued on page 36
Radio Retailing, November, 1932
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STORM!
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ALL

Electric J*or

farm light plants

SUPERHETERODYNE
This great line of receivers brings you the biggest money-making opportunity in the entire Radio industry. Now you can profitably develop a
new market of tremendous response—you can offer Farm Light Plant
Owners modern Radio reception for the first time.
INVESTIGATE TODAY the unusual possibilities of the L. Tatro—we
have a unique money-making proposition for jobbers and dealers. A
telegram or letter will bring complete facts.
f.. TATRO 32 VOTT FEATIJRJES
ALL ELECTRIC—NO BATTERIES.
MULTI-TUBE. ALL LATEST TUBES.
DUO-DIODE DETECTION. UNSURPASSED TONE.
AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL. NO FADING.
L.

TATRO

PRODUCTS

DECORAH

•

CORPORATION
IOWA

Crosley Receivers
Production is well under way on the
new "Chief" 12-tub6 superheterodyne console of the Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Class "B" ampliflcation, mercury vapor
rectifier, static control with manual adjustment, meter tuning, a.v.G., and continuous tone-control are some of the features of this set. It uses the 2i volt heater
type tubes, and has dual speakers. $139.50
complete tubes. Tax included.
Two new and unusual sets are the
"Jewel Case" and the "Book Case," designed to bring sets into the "package
merchandise" and gift shop field.
The Jewel case is made of solid oak
decorated with carvings. It has the new
5 tube superhet chassis. $34,75.
The Book Case model, illustrated, represents a set of antique leather bound volumes titled. Music, Religion, Politics, etc.
The book backs are mounted on two swinging doors which open to reveal the switches
and dials. Dimensions lOixlSJxS 9/11 in.
U. S. Models
Price and chassis same as Jewel case.
The "Piver" midget, listing at $19.99, is
A 9-tube superheterodyne battery receiver, incorporating Class B amplification, another new addition, as a lowboy, $29.99.
Radio Retailing, November, 1932.
two-volt tubes, a.v.c., tone control, permanent magnet dynamic speaker, has been
added to the line of the United States
Radio & Television Corp., Marion. Ind. The
tubes employed are one 234, two 2S2's, and
six 230'3. The set may be used with aircell, dry cell or wet A-batteries, designed
for use with tubes of this type.
The cabinet is of the six legged highboy
type and the price is $69.60 including tubes,
tax paid, but less batteries.
A Gloritone model. No. 24, is also ready.
It is a four tube superhet midget using two
57, one 247 and an 80. It carries a list
price of $17-95, including tubes and tax.—
Radio Retailing, November, 1932.
Motorola Auto Radio Tube
Tester
Although especially designed for auto
radio tubes, the tester of the Galvin Mfg.
Co., 847 W. Harrison St., Chicago, is flexible enough to test any type tube, either
home or auto radio. No adapter is needed.
It is portable and may be used in the
dealer's own meter or in conjunction with
the new Motorola utility meter described
below.
The Utility Meter while especially
adapted for auto radio service, is also used
for other radio service. It Is a combination voltmeter, ohmmeter and ammeter. As
a voltmeter it has a range of from 0 to

IJ volts d.c., 0 to 10 volts, d.c., and 0 to
200 volts d.c. All voltages based on 1,000
ohms per volt. As an ohmmeter; 0 to
1,000 and 100 to 100,000 ohms. As an
ammeter; 0 to 1 milliamps, 0 to 10 mllliampa, 0 to 100 milliamps, and 0 to 10
amperes.
By inserting a special rectifying plug all
the above voltages and currents may be
changed to read a.c. Also when using the
0 to 200 volt tap a super-sensitive output
meter Is available.—Radio Retailing, November, 1932.
"Radioformer"
To eliminate man-made static by preventing its being picked up by the lead-in
by shielding it, the Pacent Electric Co., 91
Seventh Ave., New York City, has brought
out the "Radiofornier." The signals received by the antenna are taken by the
Radioformer and put into its special
shielded transmission line, eliminating
noise picked up near the ground. It is
easy to install. Built according to designs
worked out by Amy, Aceves & King, Inc.,
under whose license Pacent operates.—
Radio Retailing, November, 1932,
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Sylvania 678 Analyzer
Built to specifications by the JewellWeston Co., the new model 678 tube
checker of the Hygrade Sylvania Corp.,
Emporium, Pa., tests all the latest type
tubes and has special removable panel
and wiring providing for easy changeover
to test new types as they are announced.
Tests both plates of rectifier tubes and a
new arrangement makes fuse replacement
possible and easy by merely removing the
short check bezel. It is a direct-reading
tester with a three-color meter and comes
in a high lighted American walnut case of
counter size.—Radio Retailing, November,
1932.
Thayer Continuous
Phonograph
In addition to the console model, George
R. Thayer Co., Inc., Binghamton, N, Y.,
offers a counter-model continuous phonograph 15 in. wide by 27 in. long by 28 in.
high. Same mechanism as the larger
model. It is completely automatic, plays
up to ten records in consecutive order, replays full load of records indefinitely, is
equipped with an anti-overload device, and
may be had for coin operation.—Radio Retailing, November, 1932.

Alden Seven Prong Plug
Now that the seven prong tube has been
announced, the Alden Mfg. Co., 715 Center
St., Brockton, Mass., has designed an
adaptor plug which, when inserted in a
tube checker socket, makes possible the
testing of tubes having the new 5, 6 and 7
prong bases. It is small enough so that
it can be used with plenty of room to spare
wherever the tubes themselves will fit.-—
Radio Retailing, November, 1932.
Pines B-Eliminator
A new model B-battery eliminator which,
it Is claimed, will deliver its full-rated
voltage even after thousands of hours of
service, is now being made, by the Pines
Winterfront Co., 1135 N. Cicero Ave.,
Chicago. This eliminator requires only
two bolts for mounting under the floor
boards or on the dash, and measures
51x8x65 in. deep. It employs the same
ball bearing rotor that has stood up in
laboratory tests. This new unit Is very
nearly_universal, so that it is possible with
five models to do the work formerly requiring fourteen.
Models of Pines eliminators formerly listing at $30 are now priced at $21.95.—
.Radio Retailing, November, 1938,

Crescent 32-Volt Sets
A 32-volt electric radio for farm lighting
plants can be obtained from the Crescent
Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn. It comes in
a low boy or midget type cabinet.
The circuit has four tuned stages of r.f.
amplification, detector and 2 stages of
audio, the last stage incorporating 2 type
233 pentode tubes in push pull. In addition to these tubes there are four 232*3 and
a 30. The speaker is an electro-dynamic,
especially designed for 32 volt operation.
The prices are Model 32 midget, $73 and
Model 32-70 console, $88.
Crescent also makes 2-volt battery sets.
Model 2-70 using four 232*8. and three
230's. It can be operated on a dry cell
or air cell batteries. $79.50. May also be
had as a midget.
The "Car-Electric" portable radio for
aiitos, camps, boats, etc.. is a 7-tube job in
an antique bronze wrinkle lacquer case. It
can be used in the automobile by using a
connector cable furnished to connect to the
car storage battery. When used In the
home another cable Is furnished for this
operation. There is nothing else in the set
to change, $59.50.—Radio Retailing, November, 1932.
New Merchandise continued on page 38
Radio Retailing, November, 1932
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YOU radio dealers have been fighting for

is a better radio than the one that went before.

years for quality merchandise that would
net you a living profit.

Every 1933 Atwater Kent represents the

On this hard-fought field, you won.

highest possible quality of workmanship and
materials and the most advanced improve-

It is unthinkable that you are now going

ments.

to let the fruits of vie-

Every Atw ater Kent

toryget a way from you.

price is the lowest price

Is there living profit—or any real profit—

at which completely
modern, satisfying ra-

.i

dio can be sold.

"bargain"
thrown together at a

And every sale of an

bargain price, with the

Atwater Kent yields

margin shaved closer

1 W ■■ A

H

'l'■ 1 ■ .M I H

than your face in the

fair profit.

morning?
And how long would
your customers who expect progress and improvement in radio be

the retail merchant his

J |B

That is where Atwater Kent stands,

fl

and the precious good■

I
■

will of trade and public, built up through
ten years of progres-

satisfied with performance and workmanship below the standard

sive, responsible radio manufacturing, is not

of past years?

going to be sacrificed to make a bargain

You know where At water Kent stands!
Every radio that bears this trusted name

Last

call

holiday.
Let the Tonebeam light your way!

for great

Prize

Contest

Closes November 15. A uatioual sensation! $5,000 first prize, 53 other
cash prizes, for longest lists of words made from "Atwater Kent Tonebeara," accompanied by short, simple statement on subject mentioned
on entry blank. Keep supplied w ith entry blanks (from your distributor) for the last-minute rush. Only Atwater Kent dealers have blanks.
Public comes to them for blank and demonstration of 1933 models.

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING CO.

A. Atwater Kent, Pres.

4700 WISSAHICKON AVE., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"Perfectone" Auto-Radios
A 7-tube super deluxe auto radio with
a.v.c., a 5-tube standard model and a
"midget" type set may be obtained from
Perfectone, Inc., 2005 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago.
Each has steering gear remote control,
illuminated dial and dynamic speaker.
The midget model has "finger tip" control
as it may be attached to the steering column. This model is $18,50 to the dealer.
This company also makes sets for boats
French Phone
and airplanes.—Radio Retailing, November,
Especially seasonable at this time as a 1932.
Xmas item is the freneh duplex cradle
Phone of the Connecticut Telephone &
Electric Corp., Meriden, Conn. This phone
has many uses and two, three or four
phones may be connected together utilizing a code of rings for the different locaUniversal Microphones
tions. They may also be used in conjunction with duplex wall phones.
The baby microphone of the Universal
The light green base of the phone con- Microphone Co., Inglewood, Cal., is an
tains the operating mechanism. The hand exact replica of station microphones (carphone is dark brown, making a pleasant bon). It weighs one pound and is a single
two-lone effect. List price, ?7.50 per pair. button microphone of 200 ohms resistance
—-mounted in a die-cast mounting 3J in.
—Radio Relailinf/, Xovember, 1932.
•high. It is finished in highly polished
nickelplate and includes prong adaptor Cor
connection to tube, pin plugs for connection
to jacks or binding posts, and twenty-five
feet of cord. Many dealers are finding this
Freshman-Belmont Sets
item a good holiday season number and
many
are using them as a free offer with
Model 80-B 8-tube all-wave superheterosets.
dyne, covering a barid of from 15 to 545 new
Universal also makes a lapel miniature
meters, and made by the Belmont Radio
Corp., 520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, has microphone, Model BB two-button "super
and a new floor stand.—Radio Respotlight full-vision dial, "wizard" dual and mike,"
automatic volume control, and is housed tailing, November, 1932.
in a six-legged cabinet.
Model 41-A midget is a 4-tube set, while
model 51-C is a 5-tube superheterodyne.
Model 110-B 11-tube superheterodyne lowboy has two speakers, a.v.c., and wizard
dual control. The cabinet is of the sixlegged type.
Other sets made by Belmont are Model
mm
SO-A, eight tube auto-radio; Model 53
5-tube for direct current; Model 78, 7-tube
superhet for d.c., and Model 55-A, for either
alternating or direct current. No switches
or changes are necessary.
All these sets carry the trade name
Freshman-Belmont.—Radio Retailing, November, 1932.
Weston Exposure Meter
Light intensity measurement has been
Gates Condenser Mike
placed on the same basis as the measurement of amperes or volts by the Weston
Model G bullet type con- Electrical Instrument Corp., Newark, N. J,,
denser microphone for either using their newly developed "Photronic"
table or suspension operation is photoelectric cell. The latest use this elecsaid to have a uniform response tric eye has been put to is in the universal
from 30 to 8,000 cycles. It uses exposure meter for photographic use, in
two 804 tubes in connection with which brightness measurements are taken
a special condenser head sealed directly from the scale of an instrument
to prevent sudden humidity easily read by the layman. It gives accuchanges from seriously affecting rate exposure information for both "stills"
the frequency response or freez- and "movies," and is independent of cliing the diaphragm. It is made mate conditions and intensity of light.—
by the Gates Radio and Supply Radio Retailing, November, 1932.
Co., Quiney, III., and carries a
net price of $75.—Radio Retailing, November, 1932.
Franklin Auto-Radio
Arrangements have been made with
national chains of service stations to install and service all Franklin auto radio
sets without extra charge.
The set is a six-tube superheterodyne,
priced $64.50 complete with tubes, B-battery and box, spark plug suppressors, distributor suppressors, generator condenser
and antenna. As stated above, there is no
additional charge for installation. Franklin Radio Corp., Dayton, Ohio.—-Radio
Retailing, November, 1932.
Packard Record Changer
11, B. Capchart, formerly connected with
the Capehart Corp., and now president of
the Packard-Capchart, Inc., Fort Wayne,
Ind., announces the Packard record changer
No. 8. Briefly, the specifications arc; all
steel construction; heavily copper plated;
plays eight 10 in. records automatically and
12 in, records manually; any record may
he repeated; repeats last record; twospeed motor.
It has a fiat-type flexible pick-up, volume
control and master switch. For 110 volt
a.c. 60 cycle operation the list price is
$4 7.50, tax additional. • Xadio Retailing,
November, 1932.
38

Home Broadcasting Mike
With the "Studio" microphone attached
to any radio set, the operator is permitted
to cut out the broadcast program and substitute his own voice. It is particularly
suited to "hoax" programs and is also
adaptable to use by dealers in addressing
.store or street crowds through a radio set.
It can also be tised in home phonograph
recording work. It is made by the Microphone Labs., 718 Mission .St., San Francisco, Calif., and lists at $1.50.—Radio Retailing, November, 1932.

Janette Electric Plants
for Sound Trucks
Gas-engine driven generators for use
with sound truck amplifiers can be obtained from the Janette Mfg. Co., 555 W.
Monroe St., Chicago. These units consist
of a single cylinder, 4 cycle, air-cooled
gasoline engine connected to a generator
delivering 110 volt, CO cycle, a.c. The
entire unit is mounted on a cast-iron base
and when ordered for sound truck service
comes equipped with filter and shielding.
Available in five sizes, developing 300, 500,
750, 1250 and 1800 watts, respectively.—
Radio Retailing, November, 1932.

Ohiohm Resistors and
Supressor Sets
Ohio Carbon Co., 12508 Berea Rd„ Cleveland, Ohio, has brought out a suppressor
set to eliminate ignition interference.
Set No. 74 for 4 cylinder cars contains
4 model XP, 1 model XD suppressors, 1
model CA condenser, $3,50 ; Set No. 76 for
six cylinder cars has the same equipment
except that it contains six model XP suppressors, $4.50; and model 78 for eight
cylinder cars has 8 model XP suppressors,
$5.50.
This company also makes "Protect-OPacked" resistors, the wire leads of which
are so packed as to prevent their being
bent or kinked. A variety of kits and
unit packages are available for all uses.—
Radio Retailing, November, 1932.

Sf ^

Utah Full Wave B-Eliminator
Some of the features of the new full
wave auto B-eliminator the Utah Radio
Products Co., 812 Orleans St., Chicago, has
brought out are full wave rectification and
adjustable intermediate B voltage (intermediate voltage can be adjusted with a
screw driver and without replacing re ustors). An automatic A power control rwlay
to control the "B" power unit, from the
present radio switch is built in.
The vibrator unit used is now in circuit
ami design, and has no adjustments. Current is divided between two sets of contacts and will continue to operate through
extreme battery voltage vibration. Even
should stoppage occur through battery
drop, very little current drain 'would result.
It is not necessary to observe polarity in
connecting the storage battery to the input
terminals of the eliminator, as no harm
can result because of reversal of polarity.
The Utah B-eliminator measures Cix7Jx2i
in. and weighs 75 lb. It is available for
6, 12 and 32 volts.
The list price is $20 complete with tube,
built-in relay and cables.—Radio Retailing.
November, 1932.
Radio Reiailing, November, 1932
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professional
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GUESSWORK
Today's radio buyers are demanding visual controls
worked out with a simplicity that makes anyone a professional operator. Far more completely than any other,
the new 1933 Zenith gives them.

control

ELIMINATED

control is exact to micromatic precision . . . every one
is simplicity itself. . . with the new Zenith a child becomes an expert tuner.

On the new Zenith's highly illuminated Auto Type
Escutcheon, on a rectangle only 4x6 inches, all controls are visual and all are within focus of the eye.

Show your customers this little escutcheon. Demonstrate it. You'll show him six powerful selling points
that will make 1933 radio profits. You'll demonstrate
exactly what he's been looking for in a radio.

Dialing, tuning, volume control, tone adjustment. . .
in every operating feature the eye guides the ear. Every

Then clinch the sale by telling him the prices . . i
lowest prices in history for quality radio.

★ (1) This full-circle 8-inch logging
dial gives precision tuning. There are
dials on some radios 4, 3, and even i
inches in length. How can such dials be
divided with 95 wave channels and be
easily read?
★ (2) The Shadowgraph, the modern
invention by which anyone can tune to
the resonant peak of the broadcast wave.
Makes anyone an expert tuner of all
stations.
★ (3) With this indicator the volume
may be pre-set, a necessity to avoid
blasting when the tubes warm up. The
knob which controls it has Zenith's
famous tone-volume equalizer, which
automatically emphasizes treble and
bass as power is reduced.
★ (4) With this knob, police calls
and the new Canadian station at Windsor, Ontario, which are beyond ordinary
radios, can be reached. All Zenith radios
tune from 540 to 1750 kilocycles, thus
giving izi channels, 16 more than the
ordinary radio.
★ (5) Between-station noise suppressor and local noise suppressor. Operates
automatically. When set can be operated manually as sensitivity control.
★ (6) With this indicator and the
knob which controls it, Zenith's visual
Treble tone adjuster is operated. Makes
sure of tone coloring most pleasing to
the listener's ear.
A CHALLENGE ... We challenge
anyone to name a single demonstrable
improvement in radio not found in
the new 1933 Zenith line; and we further challenge anyone to name another
radio line which contains all the improvements found in the new Zenith 1933 line.
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MEET a fellow who's proved to be the world's
best radio salesman—the Victor Dog!
Everybody knows him. Everybody knows he
stands for the best in music. Everybody has seen
him. Now . . , they're hearing him—through big
national magazines and a long list of newspapers.
He's working day and night for you. Telling
your trade about Bi-Acoustic Radio. Telling them
what two more octaves of music mean . . . telling
what 266 extra glorious musical tones mean . . .
telling them about the nine new features!
And telling them—in every ad—that there's nothing
like a demonstration to show what Bi-Acoustic can
do! That means they come in your store.
And he's right. For Bi-Acoustic Radio does its
own selling. Place it side-by-sidc with any radio—
THE NEW R-78 "BI-ACOUSTIC"
12-tube Superbetetodyne with "R" Amplification, Advanced
Automatic Tone Compensator, Tone Equalizers. Dual Automatic Volume Control, Noise Suppressor, Micro Tone Control ... Nine Great Improvements in all.
List price complete, with RCA Radiotrons . . $149.75

Rt

AYictor
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'Listen,

World!

.. they listened ..and

bought!

How the return oj the Victor Dog plus the
great "Bi-Acoustic"—produced by Radio
Ihadquarters—brought new life to sales!

and it tells its own tale. Feature by feature it outmatches all comers. And that's proved—in dollars
and cents—by the increased sales dealers report in
all parts of the country.
Bi-Acoustic Radio and the Victor Dog have
gone over!
Better talk to your distributor. Better see the
schedule of advertising that is back of Bi-Acoustic.
Better see the line . . . available in many models
featured by prices anyone can pay. Because if you
don't get the dope—you're not only missing out on a
profitable line—but on the most powerful piece of
radio promotion the industry ever had working for it!
The RCA Victor Co., Inc., Camden, N. J.
"Radio Headquarters"
A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary
RAE-84-A 12-rube "Bl-Acoustic" Radio-Phonograph with
Improved Autoniatic Recofd Changing, Home Recording,
Long Playing Record Device, "B" Amplification, Full Range
Pickup. Advanced Automatic Tone Compensator.Tone Equalizers, Dual Automatic Volume Control, Noise Suppressor,
Micro Tone ControlList price complete, with RCA Radiotrons . . $310.00

V

TWO MORE OCTAVES

Radio

Radios
Phonograph
Combinations
Victor Records
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READ

THESE

LETTERS

from successful Tung-Sol de'alers. They tell their own
story. The quality of Tung-Sol—and the Tung-Sol
Consignment Plan operate together to produce
increasing repeat business with profits unimpaired by
price competition. For complete details regarding the
Tung-Sol proposition write—
2^
/
Radio Operator aboard the
Southern Cross from Cafifornio to Austroiia.

fy^e
SL
)Sqm4
P

Atlanta
BoitimoTe TUNG-SOL RADIO TUBES INC.
Boston
NSWARK, NEW JERSEY
Charlotte
Chicoa
Cleveland Licensed,under patents of R. C A
Dallas
etrolt
SOS City
vies

www.americanradiohistory.com
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THE NEW J-87 CONSOLE
—Eighteenth Century English
cabinet, 41-7/^inches high, ll-Yx
inches wide, 12-H inches deep.
Ful l-size Electrod y nam Ic Speahe r.
8 -tube S upe rheterod yn e. Push-pull
Pentode output. New tj'pe Automatic Volume Control. And
extended tuning range-—permitting the reception of broadcasts
on 540 kilocycles. Price with tubes

..if

tiutiie.,

w*.

1

K

i^HALK UP another win for G-E
Radio—abrand new victory inva/uef
It's the biggest dollar's worth G-K
ever offered. A big, beautifully-made
full-size console set that you can sell for
the amazingly low price of $79.50.
In laboratory tests against radios costing almost twice as much, the results
have been just what G-E engineers were
working for—its tone is as amazing as its
price! You can urge your customers to
believe their own ears" on that.
Eight tubes. And features that make

it superior to any 8-tube set you ever
listened to! It has the new Duo-diode
triode tube, with vastly improved automatic volume controlIt has an extended tuning range,
which permits reception of broadcasts
on the 540 kilocycle channelIt has a full-size electrodynamic
speaker, and push-pull pentode output
—providinggrcater undistorted volume.
Otily $79. SO—it's the biggest buy
in radio! And one of the biggest reasons why the G-E franchise gives you

the biggest chance of getting your share
of the $40,000,000 that will be spent
for radio in the next two months. If
you aren't already a G-E dealer, now is
the time to join up—mail the coupon!
• The G-E Circle—a program of special
interest to -women—is on the air e-very weekday (except Tuesday) at 6:43 P. M., Eastern
Standard Time.
SecttonK-68U. GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Merchandise Dept., Bridgeport, Conn.
Without obligation, kindly send ine further information about the General Electric Radio
dealer franchise.
Name.

GENERAL

|p

ELECTRIC

RADIO

Address
City-

State.
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Built

on

Bed-rock

COMING into the radio business last spring,

overloading, distress-merchandise, price-

without any boom-era hangover, Columbia has

cutting, are avoided.

had an unusual opportunity to establish a solid

In a word, Columbia has shown the way to

basis for success. And it hasn't missed that

stability in the radio business. A number of dis-

opportunity. Columbia has profited by the mis-

tributors and dealers have recognized this fact.

takes of others, and built on a bed-rock founda-

Many old-time Columbia record-dealers, for

tion—on sound business principles set up by its

example, familiar with Columbia's traditional

own management.

fair-deal policies, have taken on the new line of

These principles are the very opposite of

radios. Well-established firms all over the coun-

those which led the radio business to disaster.

try enthusiastically welcome this chance to

High-pressure production and high-pressure

stabilize their businesses.

distribution have no place in today's radio mar-

Here is Columbia then ... a progressive

ket. So under Columbia's methods, only enough

company under independent leadership—fol-

sets are produced to meet the demand . . . and

lowing fundamentally sound practices—and

only as many sets are distributed as can be

presenting a first-rate line of instruments. You

sold. As a result, the prevalent trade-evils of

are. a responsible distributor or dealer, who
wants to see a return to reason, and a return to
profits, in the radio business. How about get-

Columbia

ting together with Columbia? For complete
information, write to the Columbia Phonograph
Company, Inc., 5 5 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y-

Copyrlght 1932 Columbia Phonopraph Co., Inc.
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Outstanding Values

Testing

ar

Equipment

i
jMH ■Hp)*

Weston Model 677
Tube Seller
This new Weston Model combines eye appeal
with real tube merchandising value and convenient operation, A single reading on the
large meter indicates operating condition of
all types of tubes. Reading is in terms of
Satisfactory, Doubtful, and Unsatisfactory,
so that customers can see and interpret the
reading themselves.

Pattern 540
Portable Tube Seller
Aggressive dealers find this instrument a big
help in building tube and receiver sales. The
popular single reading meter—in conjunction
with a colored dial that enables the set owner
to read the exact condition of tubes himself
—creates confidence. Comparisons with new
tubes are easily and quickly made, so the
most skeptical customer is easily convinced.
The Pattern 540 is easy to carry for home
testing. The cover may be removed for
counter service. Detailed description of the
Pattern 540 is provided in Bulletin W-J.

V.' ■ •

-

The Model 677 tests all types of tubes without adaptors, yet due to a special socket
design, a compact instrument is provided requiring minimum counter space. Complete
description of the Model 677 is furnished in
Bulletin W-J.

Pattern 444
Set Analyzer
More and more dealers are turning to effective radio servicing, not only as a source of
additional income, but as a key to new set
business.
Servicemen equipped with the Jewell Pattern
444 Set Analyzer have an advantage in any
service program. The professional appearance of this well finished instrument creates
prestige. The facility with which it enables
a serviceman to check every phase of receiver
performance is inspiring to customers!
The Pattern 444 provides adequate facilities
for testing all types of receivers quickly and
accurately, including those equipped with the
latest tubes. Furthermore, all instrument
ranges of the two high-grade meters are available through pin jacks for independent
testing.
The Pattern 444 presents a value in facility
of operation and reliability of performance
not to be had in any other instrument at a
comparable price. Every dealer and every
serviceman should have complete Information
covering this thoroughly proven set analyzer.
Write for Bulletin W-J, sent free on request.

Weston
Standard
Service
Units
Every dealer and serviceman should have complete information
covering Weston Standardized Service Units, the latest development in service equipment. Write for literature describing the
set analyzer, oscillator, and voltohmmeter now available in this
new Weston standard size.

Write for the
Weston-Jewell
radio catalog today

Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation/
Jewell Electrical Instrument Company,
581 Frclinghuysan Avc., Newark, N. J.
Please send me the following literature:

WESTON _

QThe new Weston-Jewell Bulletin
Lj Bulletin describing Weston Standardized
Service Units.

JEWE Mb
Address

www.americanradiohistory.com
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THE boy whose stomach, is empty cannot be
expected to do good work at school. Babies
undernourished through another winter may be
handicapped by frail bodies through life. The hungry father of a hungry family is hardly the man. to
seek employment with persistence, or to do well on
the job when he gets it.
Before you can save a man's soul it is often necessary to feed his body. You have no right to expect
the civic virtues of patience, courage and honesty
from starving, freezing men and women. If they
preserve a just attitude towards the laws of the city
in which they live, it is a miracle.
This winter, as never before, it is the duty of all
who are well-clad, well-housed, and well-fed to help
the less fortunate. The fact that you gave last year,
and the year before, does not lessen your respons'ibility. The fact that you cannot afford a large contribution must not deter you. The upturn of business with a gradual improvement of economic conditions does not remove the crisis of this moment.
Emergency appropriations by the federal government amount to $300,000,000, but they meet only
half the increased national needs for human relief.
The rest is up to you!

How will your dollars be used? First of all, they
will feed the hungry, and relieve the absolute want
of the unemployed.
They will be used, also, to take care of the sick
and aged. They will help to maintain hospitals,
orphanages and schools. They will make possible
clinics and visiting nurses.
The dollars you give are invested in the forces of
civilization right in your community!
WELFARE AND RELIEF MOBILIZATION, 1932
The Welfare and relief Mobilization for 1932 is a cooperative
national program to reinforce local fund-raising foe human
welfare and relief needs. No national fund is being raised;
each community is making provisions for its own people, each
community will have full control of the money it obtains.
Give through your established welfare and relief organizations, through your community chest, or through your local
emergency relief committee.

Newton D. Baker, Chairman, National Citizens' Committee

This winter, as never before, support your local Community Campaign

Radio Retailing, iVovemhcr, 193J
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Reaching

Out

n
Everywhere
Sales

for

YOU,,.
Everywhere — wherever
radio men or radio
users cast their eyes —
OHIOHM Resistor advertising is to be found.
Even police chiefs are
reached with the story
of OHIOHM Suppressor Sets for automobile
radios.

You

Did

ake Advantage—,
... of this money making opportunity?
1
i
=
i
1
2
i
1
i
§
=
1
2
1
|

The Studio Microphone Ls an all year sales booster.
'Dealers everywhere are profUUifc from it ... .
Kspeeially attractive for Christmas—an inexpensive
popular appeal gift.
The Studio Microphone is a genuine instrument
for home entertainment "broadcasts". Pressure of
a finger on the cutout button substitutes the owner s
voice for the broadcast program—the voice comes
through the radio clear and resonant. This atiraclively finished, brand new. home entertainer makes
satisfied owners . . . mystified and amused friends
will multiply your profits, (fives every home its
own "Radio Santa Claua".
HKAr. WEAI.KK PROFIT—I.isls at S1.50 — your
delivered price is $10.00 per dozen—$9.00 in 3 doz.
lots-—still lower prices in larger orders.

|
5
|
e
|
=
=
=
2
|
5
|
|
|
2
|

1

Send $1.00 NOW for your
sample. We'll even credit
your remittance against your
first order.

|

|
|

0H

c 'OHY

f
f

1

|

THE MICROPHONE LABORATORIES
|
718 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif.
|
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ACCESSORIES
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•K&ZS*

QUALITY
TALKS

Consider every
point of resistor
value and you'll find
OHIOHMS check
perfectly. Accuracy
... Permanency ...
Absence of noise
. . . Mechanical
strength . . . Straight
wire leads... Color
coded and printed
values . . . Every
worthwhile point!
Ask us to send you
the complete story
— how we help jobbers, dealers, service
men — the right
package to fit each
need — the free
helps.

OHIOHM

I

RESISTORS
■ ,

*'
Solid Copper LceiCin Wire
The Complete Line From One Source
trenton,
M. M; FLERON & SON, Inc.
K.w.EI.SEt
Immmi

THE OHIO CARBON COMPANy, Cleveland, Ohio
Ohiohm Resistors are made in Canada by
C. C. Meredith & Co., Ltd,, 67 Bay Street, Toronto
SOMETHING NEW)
OLE AN A IRE
Absorbs and destroys food
odors. Stops tain tea foods. DEODORIZER
A 50c. item, Add it to
your line.
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Beyond

the

Blue

waits

a

rising,

OUT beyond Sandy Hook and the Golden
Gate lies an opportunity for American radio
and American radio manufacturers. Export sales
of U. S. radio apparatus have increased 2,100%
in the past ten years. Significant, too, is the fact
that although radio sales in the United States
dropped from over eight hundred millions of
dollars in 1929 to about three hundred million
dollars last year, export sales declined only
slightly.
Another indication of the export market for
American radio goods is the rising tide of inquiries
that Radio Retailing is receiving from radio merchants and importers in foreign lands, asking
where they can buy this piece of radio equipment
and that item of radio supplies.
Radio merchants abroad are interested in
American methods of radio selling and American
radio sets, tubes, accessories, parts and allied
equipment, including public address systems, electric phonograph pick-ups and turntables, other
home-entertainment merchandise and allied lines.
Likewise American dealers, distributors and
manufacturers in the radio industry have an interest in radio markets abroad and in the methods
that foreign merchants are using to sell radio in
their countries.
Radio Retailing's December 1932 issue will be
its "Export Issue." The magazine will go as
usual to its regular subscriber-readers in America,
Canada and in other foreign lands. But in addition, extra copies of the magazine will be sent
to all the worthwhile radio trade outlets in those

Horizon

market

foreign nations into which American radio products can profitably be imported. Special editorial material will make the Export Issue of
extreme importance to both foreign and domestic
readers.
AMERICAN manufacturers who are now en-t A. joying a healthy export business in radio
and those manufacturers who want to build up
an export business both have an unrivalled opportunity in Radio Retailing's December Export
Number. Through the advertising pages of this
gala issue, these manufacturers can tell their sales
stories to foreign radio merchants and importers.
In the same issue these manufacturers can advertise to American radio dealers and distributors
almost a full month before Christmas—and lastminute trade buying will feature this Christmas
radio season. Good feature of Radio Retailing's
December Export Number, so far as manufacturers are concerned, is that in spite of the extra
foreign circulation of the issue, regular advertising and color rates will prevail. There will be
no extra charge for the valuable foreign circulation.
For American radio and allied product manufacturers we have prepared a circular about export opportunities and our Export Number.
Copies will gladly be sent to manufacturers who
address
Radio Retailing
a McGraw-Hill publication
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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EMPLOYMENT and BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES—SURPLUS STOCKS—DISCONTINUED MODELS
UNDISPLAYED—RATE PEE WORD:
. DISPLAYED—RATE PER INCH:
Positions Wanted. 5 cents a word, minimum Box NumbersINFORMATION:
in care ol our New York,
$7.!>0
$1.00 an insertion, payable in advance.
Chicago and San Francisco offices count 12 JfCh.
to 3 inches
7.23 an inch
10 words additional in undisplayed ads. 4 to 7 inches
(See tl on Box Numbers.)
7.00 an inch
Replies
forwarded
without
extra
charge.
Rates
for
larffer
spaces,
or
yearly rates.
Positions Vacant and all other classifica- Discount of 10% if one payment is made
on request.
tions. 10 cents a word, minimum charge
in
advance
for
fotir
consecutive
inserAn
advertising
inch
is
measured
vertically
$2.00.
tions of undisplayed ads (not including
on one column. 3 columns—30 inches—
Proposals, 40 cents a line an inserton.
proposals).
to a page.
Radio Retailing
SPECIAL NOTICE:

REPAIRING

FREE

GUARANTEED microphone repairs—any make
or model, 34-hour service.
Stretched
diaphragm double button repairs, $7.50. Others,
$3.00. Single button repairs. $1.50. Write
for 1033 Catalog with diagrams. Universal
Microphone Co.. Ltd., Inglewood. California.

j To the Radio Industry I
| Advertising in eonneetion with legitimate |
5 Offers of surplus stocks and discontinued |
| models of radio merehaiidisc; is accvplable |
f in this section of "Radio Retailing."
|
WANTED
i Extreme care will be exercised by the pub- |
i Ushers to prevent the use of advertising in i
WANTED—We want to buy 500 Midget Radios. | the Searchlight Section to encourage price* I
Write to the Eastovn. Oth & I!roadway, Los | culling on current models of merchandise |
| or eciuipment. Nor will advertising which I
Angeles, California,
| invites violation of the dealer's contract §
i with the manufacturer be acceptable.
LEGAL NOTICE
| All merchandise offered an the Searchlight i
Section must be accurately and fully de- §
STATKMKNT OF TUB OWXKHSIUP. MANAUF.MEXT. |i scribed
and must be available on order.
1
CIUOI I.ATiON. KTC.. UHOOIUK!) HY TUB
ACT OF CONOKEKS OF AI'GUdT
24, 11)12
Of Iladio rtclailiiiR. published monthly at New Vork,
LEGAL NOTICE
N. Y„ for Oct. 1. I0S2.
McGriiw, Jr., and -Malcolm Muir. 330 West 42<l St..
State of New Yovk ? s,
N.
Y.
C.
Ttu-iws
tor: Harold W. MeGraw. James H.
County of Now Vmk ) ''
McCraw. Jr., Donald C. MeGraw. Curtis W. MeGraw.
Before mo, a Notary Pnhlic in ami for the State and (.'unis
W.
McCraw.
331)
West -I2d St., N. V. 0. Donald
county aforesaid, prrsimally appeared
H. Ttioinpson. C. MeGraw, ISO West 42cl
St., N. Y. 0. Anne Hugtis
who, having been duly sworn according to taw, deposes Britlon,
42cl St.. N. Y. C. -Mason Brilton.
ami says that he is the Secretary of (lie MeGraw-ilill 330 West33042ciWest
St..
N.
V.
0.
Kobak. 330 West
Publishing Company. Inc., publishers of Radio Refail- 42d St.. N. Y. c. Ciaee W. Edgar
Mclirfn, 33 West Grand
ing. and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge
Chicago, III. J. Malcolm Muir and Guaranty
and belief, a Hue sliilemont of the ownership, manage- Arc.,
Co. ofAre..
New N,
York.Y. Trustees
Kelly Muir,
ment (and if a daily paper, the cireulationl. etc., of the Trust
324 Fifth
C. F. forS, Lida
Weathevby,
271
aforesaid reouircd.
piililicath.n
for Act
the ofdateAugust
shown21.in 1912,
the above
Knad, Brcokline, Mass. Michvood Corporation,
caption,
by the
em- I'linion
Madison,
N.
J,
Stockholders
of
which
arc:
Edwin S.
bodied in section 411, Postal Laws and Jiegulalions. Wilsey. Madison, N. J- Elsa M. Wilscy, Madison.
N. J.
printed on the reverse of this form, to wit:
3. That the known bondholdcis. mortgagees, and other
1. That tko names and addresses of tho publislier,
holders owning or liolding I per cent or more
editor, inaiiHging editor, and business managers are: ofsecurity
amount of bonds, mortgages, or other strurilies
Publisher, MeUrnw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc., 330 are:total
(If (here aro none, SO state.) None.
West
42il t2d
St.,St..K, N.Y. Y. C.C. Editor,
11. Caldwcll,
4. That
two paragraphs
giving
the
330 tVesi
Managing0. Editor.
Ray V. names
of
Pietheowners,
stockholders,nextamiabove,
securiiy
holders,
Suiliffe. 3::o West 42c! St., N. Y. C. Business Man- if any, contain
not
only
the
list
of
stockholders
and
ager, M. K. Herring, 3S0 West 42d St., N, Y. C.
as they appear upon the books of the
2. That the owner is: fif owned by a corporation, securiiy holders
but also, in cases where tho stockholder or
its name and address must be stated and also immedi- cempany
H-curity
holder
appears
upon (he books of the company
ately ibercimder the names and addresses of stockholders ss trustee or in any other
relation, (ho name
owning or holding one per cent or more of total amount Of Pic person or corporationfiduciary
such trusteecon-is
of stork. If not owned by a corporation, the names and acting, is given; also that theforsaidwhom
paragraphs
addresses of tlio individual owners must be given. if tain siaiemenis embracing affiant's two
full
knowledge and
owned by a firm, company, or other umncorporatec! con- belief as to the cireumslanccs and conditions
under which
rem, its name and address, as well as (hose of each stockholders ami security holders who do not appear
individual inembcr, must be given.) .McGraw-Hill the books of (be company as trustcc-s, hold stock upon
and
Publishing Company. Inc., 330 West 42d St.. N. Y. C. securilies in a capacity other than Unit of a bona llde
Stockholders of which aro: James It. .MrCraw, 330 owner; and this aRiant has no reason to believe that any
West 42d St., N. V. C. James II. MeGraw, Jr., other person, asscciation. or corporation has any interest
330 West 42d St., N. Y. C. James II. MeGraw, James direct or indirect in tho said stock, bonds, or other
securities than as so slated by him.
5. That lite average number of copies of each issue of
this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or
| MANCFACXT HERS' AGENTS WANTED 1 otherwise,
to paid subscribers during the six months
the date shown above is (This information i.s
CONDENSERS
f Preceding
re'tuired from daily publications only.)
= A few sales territories open to establisbod |
C. II. THOMPSON, Secretary.
| salon cn'gnnizatjon.s actively (■oiiiaoting =
McGraw-Hill publishing company, inc,
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 2nth day of
; whoiesaiers or difitributors. High ciualiiy 1
1932.
5 product with good sales and income possi- I September,
I KRAI.)
n. B. BEIHNE.
i bi lit ics.
|
Notary Public N. Y. Co. Clk's No. 203, Beg. No.
|
MOICRILI, AND MOItKILE
| 315102.
Kings
Co.
CIH'S
No.
0"'*.
Reg.
3125.
|
30 Church St.. New York
• 5
i My Pommission expires March 30,No.J933)
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13th ANNIVERSARY
„ m
RADIO
CATALOG
■■■
134 pages eontainingr the
IH
mnst eomplnte listing of
IH — ■ radio items for the dealer
H and ^ serviceman at real
Bend for your copy noir-.'
AMERICAN SALES COMPANY
Wholesale Radio Distribuiorx
RR-44 West l.Sth Street, New York City

1
|
f
|
|

SERVICEMEN.DEALERS
"Kcnd 2.5c. /or our llautibool: and Cataloa"
Complete Stock of NEW
Radio Replacement Parts
Hard to G«t Parts—We hate them. Send ui
your repair work for estimate.
GRANT RADIO LABORATORIES
6321-10 South Halstcail St., Chicago. HI.
MICKOPIIOXK
DEI* AIRS
Any make carbon or condenser, 24-ltour service.
All repairs guaranteed for six months. Stretched
diaphragm $6.53, others Sl.brt per button. Condenser .Mitiophniies 39.00. WKITB FOK NEW
1932 CATA3,OGl!H.
MAYO INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
K. i;i7lh St.. New York City
HUGE SAVINGS IN USED
PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT
Send for bargain lists, Motion Picture
and Sound Systems.
SALKS ON SOUND CORP,
Dept. RR, 1600 Broadway, New York
"Opportunity" Advertising:
Think "SEARCHLIGHT" First!

construction
library
Including Construction of Shorl-Wave and Television Sets
By MOVER and WOSTREL
3 Volumes, 1087 pages, 6 x 9, 605 illustrations
FREE
Volume 1. Piaetieal Radio. Presents tho fundamental principles
of radio so clearly and simply that anyone of average training will be
EXAMINATION
able to understand and apply them. Deals with recent developments in
television, including devices for its practical application. Latest types
of photo-electric cells and noon glow tubes for television services, newer
Easy terms
types of receiving tubes especially those for operating with alternating
eurrent. etc.
Send
Volume 2. I'vactioitl Radio Const m of ion ami Repairing. Discusses
fully all the elemental princiiplcs of radio construction and repair. Ineiudes
such subjects as: Sources of electricity (or radio tubes—Audio
McGraw-Hill Book Co.. Inc., .130 Went 43(1 ^'N-C New York.
r frecaiency
amplifiers—Construction of impedance coupled and "UniverGentlemen:—Send me the RADIO CONSTRUCTION LIBRARY, all . sal"
four
type receiving sets-—Short-wave receiver— The television
ehargres prepaid, for 10 days' Free Examination. If sausfactory. , receiver—and
many others.
I will send $1.50 in ten days and $2.00 a month until $7.50 has :
Volume
3. Radio Receiving Tubes. Clearly explains the essential
been paid. Xf not wanted I will return the books at your expense. - principles underlying
the operation of vacuum tubes. Ineludes complete
Name
*
on the newest types of radio tubes and improvements which
Home Address
-.
2 information
have
been
made
in
tubes
already in genera!«nse. Gives complete descripCity and Slate
; tions of apparatus required
for radio receiving sets and for industrial
Name of Company
l.l, i (HUiipment;
also
of
devices
utilizing radio receiving tubes as essential
Occupation
... .hRRll-d,- . parts.
(llookk sent on approrsil in IL S. and Canada only.)
w
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N-EWBPOWtR
FOR AUTOS-BOATS. ETC.
1 DEALERS—A quiclc selling replace^
|ment item for Auto Radio and home
^^^.65
| sets — no more "B" batteries — every
|
1 motorist wants one. Small, size
15)4x5^, weight 5 lbs. Output 35
| milliamperes 180 volts at only two amp.
1 "A" Batt. drain. Taps for 135 and 90 volt control grid.
I Universal mounting-—fully guaranteed — Usual Big
1 Dealers Discounts—Write Your Jobber or Direct,

C
|
1
|

|
|
i

j
PREMIER ELECTRIC COMPANY
1
| Dept. No. 114, 3800 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, U. S. A. §
ultiiiiiiiinitiiniiiiniuiiiiiiHmiiHiiiiiiinnmiiiiiiiiiimiiitiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiitoniiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiuiiiHiiiiiiiuiDiiimiMiiiiinMie
inehid'mg M AJESTIC and other
mi,
fili

roBBERs—dealers

'replace burnt-out^
DEFECTIVE BALLASTS

Send for our plan
outlining Ballast
Ileplacement Market and ' Money
Makiner
Also
Making Plan'
Plan. Also
Volume Control
Replacement Data
Book-

——T

Repl^4"'

a totally different
Replacement
Resistor Guide
with these important new features
1. Complete data for over 925 4, Complete lechuleal discussion
of resistor uses iu modem remodern radio receiveradesign.
2. Resistance value and wattage Getceiver
your copy today 1 Enolnse
listed for each. unit,
fifty cents with the coupon beor ask your jobber for it.
a. Kcw eimplifled system of list- low,
ing's saves time and prevents Free with the Continental Replacement Resistor Kit.
errors.
End Resistor Troubles This Easy Way
Why take chances ot ladne ptoflls and customer's goodwill 1>y Installing roplacoment resistors of unknown brand? When buying resistors, look for the green
Continental "Certified" label.
Continental Carbon Inc.
13002 Loraln Avc., Cleveland. Ohio
Oamxliiin Factory—Toronto, Out.
Enclosed please find fifty cents, for which T am to be sent, postage prepaid,
one copy of the New Continental Iteplacetocnt Ilesistor Guide,
Name .
i...
'

CLAROSTAT Mfg. Company
|
|
287 North 6lh Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
HimiiiHuiiiintiiiiDiiiiiiHiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiitiiiiMiDHiDiniiiiiuiiiiiiiMinittiiiiimmiiiiiniiiiHiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiil
siimiimmmmHiiiiiiMiiiiiiimiiiniimiiiHiiiHiimmtimiiimimiimiimiiiiiinmHHtmiiiimiiniiiiMiimmmimiiimMimiiimii'"£. uiiiiHiiiiiiiiMiitiimmininiiiiiiiriinuiiiiiiiniiniuiniiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiniiKiiintmnmiiiiiiUiiMiniiiiiuiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiitiiirf
Change DC to AC with

Only Reliable Products

Can Be Continuously

Advertised

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiitiiiiiiiiuitiiiiu^
^■■■■■'(iiiiHtiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiKiiiiniiiuiiiHiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu
More Profit
^552 >
Lower Price
Easier to Sell
Complete Kit
Easier to Install
Better Results
ANTENNA
NO-SfTAX"
SYSTEMS
JL-racEliminates
Man - made
static and permits the use of
severalreceivers on a
single antenna.

AMFTTF
ROTARY
AN C M CcoNVI

For Farms—Ships—City
Apartments—Automobiles
Wierever the current sapply Is DO, use JANETTB
Kotery Converters to ope«v
ate your AC receivers.
JAN'ETTE Converters are
filtered to give radio results as good as, or better
than, that obtained with
central station AC. Dalit
to outlast the radio set.
Available la IS sizes. Capacities from SO to 250O
watts. Input voltages of 6,
12, 33, 115 or 230 volts,
Standard machine* deliver
110 volts, 60 cycles AC.
MAIL COUPON FOR DEXAIUJ
JANETTE MFG. CO.
655 VV. Monroe St.,
Chicago, HI.
Oentlemen: Plsaie tend prices sod !
detsilt db your:
□ Rotary Conrorters
□ Aule-B-Pow«r < B-oUmlnator for '
auto-radla)
!
□ 0*s Bnelne Generators
A hove: Gas engine-operated JanBTra
110-rolt. 80-escio generator. Capacltlea: 500 to 2250 watts. Ideal
for souud-trucka. ampltflew. P.A. ; city
systems, etc.

State

■ |
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Prices in RADIO BARGAIN
NEWS are consistently lower
—that's why thousands of
radio dealers and servicemen
thruout the world have made
Federated their replacement
parts headquarters.
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But price is not everything—
prompt service is paramount in
||j||||||
servicing, and we are equipped to
give it to you.
Our customers know this.
"iFe are sending you a testimonial of thanks"
writes the Radio Shop of LaFayelte, Ind., "for
your prompt service on all our
orders and the quality of the
goods you handle."
If you have been skeptical about
radio parts mail order houses, or
have not availed yourself of the
Federated service for some reason, why not start now and save
25 to 50% on your replacement
«. <>
parts;
The November issue of RADIO
BARGAIN NEWS contains 108

pages of radio replacement parts for all types
of receivers on the market at lowest prices in
radio history. We carry one of the largest
stocks in the country including Acralesl Condensers and '■
Resistors; Power Transformers; Volume Controls; Acratevtone Power Amplifiers of 4 to
jero*^
3 0 Watts output; RCA,
,
Cunuingham and Arclurus
T~yoll ,oiU fl?
,o0
!■ Tubes; Universal Micro\ v^is ? ^n \
\
phones; Janette and Esco
\ i,'<l6l£ s(hU»
Converters; Hicock, Weston
,r_ i,0
II flb'
o
y^
tro y^'^fju's
u
an
111 d Readrite Analyzers and
I T1j o 6 P' ■sg \\
eters—over 3,000 items in
I ff/nSo
«^ f'
Hen-

federated Purchaser Inc.
25 PARK PLACE
NEW YORK, N. Y.
The Following Distributing Units Maintained for Your Convenience:
JAMAICA. L. I.
MT. VEKNOX, N. Y.
NEWARK. N. J.
92-26 Merrick Road
51 East Srd Street
253 Central Avenue
ATLANTA. GA.
PHILADELPHIA
23(19 Broad Street
G3I Spring Strefg N W.

Fill in and mail rhis coupon hack to
our main office at once for a Free
copy of Radio Bargain News,
Address
City , -

State.
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ANSLEY

|

THIS NEW
8 TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE
WORKS ON BOTH
A,C. and D.C.
No Aerial or Ground Needed

I
|

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL.
SILENT TUNING.
PUSH-PULL 89 TYPE AMPLIFICATION.
EIGHT-INCH DYNAMIC SPEAKER.
Easily Adapted for 110-220 Volt
A.G., D.C,, 25-60 Cycle Operation

|

Huge New Markets! Colleges, Hospitals, Hotels, Apartments, in addition to Homes needing a radio, easily moved
from one room to another, Vacationists, Theatrical and
Travelling People.

ONLY 22 per cent of
the potential replacement tube business is going to radio tube
dealers. This is because
tubes are changed only about
once in every five years, as
shown by recent and reliable

1
t Jj' lij/|
Lw Wll
taSSijI
1
statistics.

|

Ken-Rad advertising and merchandising
is aimed to change this, to get for its
dealers and distributors their share of
the untouched 78 per cent of this
enormous market.

|
|

.

Ken-Rad

.

|

Sold Through Franchised Dealers Only.
Exclusive Territories Rapidly Being Closed.
WRITE TODAY.

RadioTu/m
DEPENDABLE LONG LIFE

ANSLEY RADIO MFG. GO.
147 W. 23d ST., N. Y. C.
World-Wide Sales Representatives! Fiske Radio & Television Co.

| The Ken-Had Corporation, Inc., Owenshoro, Ky. |
=
Division of Ken-Rad Tube and Lamp Corporation
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Crosley
►

ii'
rosirit
A ti-iulH*su|HThctcrodynr com-^3495
ploie willi IiiIx-.h
I is
(Tux l*ui<l)
('uliinol frruil pnnd of fiirurcil oricotul walmil vonocr.
hirds-cyo inajtlr overlay oil arrli. Iliaalial pilaslers.
I)iniciuuons: I6,5a" IukIi*
^ide. 8*4" deep,
C JI \SSIS SI'KC'IFK' \TIONS
Si* lulie KU|»crlieliTiHlyiio employing aiiloimitic voliiiiir conlrof, new '2' j voll liealcr l> ih* lulics. Tlinsi
paiif luninie condonsor. Pcnlixlo oulnnl. Coiiiinuoiis slalic and tonceonlrol. FnllfliNiling moving coil
dyiiiimic }i|ie;tkcr and oilier lalo developnienlM.

FIVER
This is the last word in n
small radio. Inhnill. sensitivily. Faclory balanced.
Lxcellcnl tune. Truly a
in llic price range of «
"I". Kxpcricnco proves
Ilia I I lie public ^ denuinds
fi\e lubes. \\ hislles and
birdies common in f nir-lubo
ns-civcrsare virtually climiriaksl llirougli I lie iim* of
live lobes, h'or that reason
live-lnltc radios have «ailaold four-tulio motlelscvcn
when there \\;isa priw differential of six or seven dollars
l»el\vecn the two. You know Ibis from yotir own
cxporionco.
Fivc-lulto nculrali/o<l sii|»crlielerodyno employing new
2^ volt healer I yfar I Ola's. Illominalisl dial. \ olomo
control. On-off switch. Foil floaling moving coil
dynamic Sftcuker and «>llicr rr-ccnl developments.
Chassis cuinplclely balanced and non-regeneralive.
Cabinel of Colhic design IkmoIifnlly (inislie<i in Adam
brown with front panel of slump walnut veneer.

'I hiSHO|ier-perforniingf>-l chassis is also available in an at Iruelivoctiiisole m<Mh'l
The Crosley Sextet la»\vbo
.owhoy
Dimensions:; 40" high. 24;&" wide,
complnle
I'-if j" deep.
(Tax Paid)

H

TAXPAIH

This line S-lulie chassis is also available in a Ireanlifnl console iiknIcI
The Crosley Fiver Towhoy
Dinii'iisiiins: •IIP" hifli. -1?."
SOtlfd
rompli'ln
£
■ ''
fl'u I'oid)
1:15." llocil*

Tfit» Croslvi/ HOOK CASE
The Crottiey JEWEL CASE
nereinsomethinit new.fre-h ami cnptl.
(I.lbrnry I'niverNnl)
vatinaly kx'iinlifnl.
A solid
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SPECIFICATIONS
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andshadow
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Speeilily
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Illuminni'^l
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at
dial
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Munlana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico and ires/, prices sligldly higher.
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